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Abstract We perform a model-independent investigation
of spin and chirality correlation effects in the antler-topology
processes e+e− → P+P− → (�+D0)(�−D̄0) at high-
energy e+e− colliders with polarized beams. Generally the
production process e+e− → P+P− can occur not only
through the s-channel exchange of vector bosons,V0, includ-
ing the neutral Standard Model (SM) gauge bosons, γ and
Z , but also through the s- and t-channel exchanges of new
neutral states, S0 and T 0, and the u-channel exchange of
new doubly charged states, U−−. The general set of (non-
chiral) three-point couplings of the new particles and leptons
allowed in a renormalizable quantum field theory is con-
sidered. The general spin and chirality analysis is based on
the threshold behavior of the excitation curves for P+P−
pair production in e+e− collisions with longitudinal- and
transverse-polarized beams, the angular distributions in the
production process and also the production-decay angular
correlations. In the first step, we present the observables in
the helicity formalism. Subsequently, we show how a set
of observables can be designed for determining the spins
and chiral structures of the new particles without any model
assumptions. Finally, taking into account a typical set of
approximately chiral invariant scenarios, we demonstrate
how the spin and chirality effects can be probed experimen-
tally at a high-energy e+e− collider.

1 Introduction

The monumental discovery [1,2] of the Higgs boson at the
CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has filled in the only
missing piece of the SM of electroweak and strong inter-
actions, completing its gauge symmetry structure and elec-
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troweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) through the so-called
Brout–Englert–Higgs (BEH) mechanism [3–7]. Neverthe-
less, there are several compelling indications that the SM
needs to be extended by including new particles and/or
new types of interactions. Once any new particle indicat-
ing new physics beyond the SM is discovered at the LHC
or high-energy e+e− colliders, one of the first crucial steps
is to experimentally determine its spin as well as its mass
because spin is one of the canonical characteristics of all
particles required for defining a new theoretical framework
as a Lorentz-invariant quantum field theory [8].

Many models beyond the SM [9–21] have been proposed
and studied not only to resolve several conceptual issues like
the gauge hierarchy problem but also to explain the dark
matter (DM) composition of the Universe with new stable
weakly interacting massive particles [22–24]. For this pur-
pose, a (discrete) symmetry such as R paity in supersymmet-
ric (SUSY) models and Kaluza–Klein (KK) parity in univer-
sal extra-dimension (UED) models is generally introduced
to guarantee the stability of the particles and thus to explain
the DM relic density quantitatively. As a consequence, the
new particles can be produced only in pairs at high-energy
hadron or lepton colliders, leading to challenging signatures
with at least two invisible final-state particles.

At hadron colliders like the LHC such a signal with invis-
ible particles is usually insufficiently constrained for full
kinematic reconstructions, rendering the unambiguous and
precise determination of the masses, spins and couplings of
(new) particles produced in the intermediate or final stages
challenging, even if conceptually possible, as demonstrated
in many previous works on mass measurements [25–43] and
on spin determination [44–69].

In contrast to hadron colliders, an e+e− collider [70–76]
has a fixed center-of-mass (c.m.) energy and c.m. frame and
the collider can be equipped with longitudinally and/or trans-
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Fig. 1 The correlated process e+e− → P+P− → (�+D0)(�−D̄0)

characterized by the antler-topology diagram. Here, the invisible final-
state particle D0 might be charge self-conjugate, i.e. (D0)c = D0

versely polarized beams. These characteristic features allow
us to exploit several complementary techniques at e+e− col-
liders for unambiguously determining the spins as well as the
masses of new pairwise-produced particles, the invisible par-
ticles from the decays of the parent particles and the particles
exchanged as intermediate states, with good precision. In the
present work we focus on the following production-decay
correlated processes:

e+e− → P+P− → (�+D0)(�−D̄0) (1.1)

dubbed antler-topology events [40], which contain the pro-
duction of an electrically charged pair P+P− in e+e− col-
lisions followed by the two-body decays, P+ → �+D0

and P− → �−D̄0, giving rise to a charged lepton pair
�±(= e±, μ±) and an invisible pair D0D̄0 (See Fig. 1).

The invisible particle D0 may be charge self-conjugate,
i.e. D̄0 = D0. Nevertheless, it is expected to be insubstantial
quantitatively whether the particle is self-conjugate or not,
unless the width of the parent particle P± is very large and
there exist large chirality mixing contributions [77]. So, any
interference effects due to the charge self-conjugateness of
the invisible particle will be ignored in the present work.1

If the parent particle P− carries an electron number
Le(P−) = +1 or a muon number Lμ(P−) = +1, then
the final-state leptons must be e−e+ or μ−μ+, respectively,
if electron and muon numbers are conserved individually
and the invisible particles, D0 and D̄0, carry no lepton num-
bers. On the other hand, if the parent particle carries no lep-
ton number, the final-state leptons can be any of the four
combinations, {e−e+, e−μ+, μ−e+, μ−μ+}, and the invisi-
ble particles, D0 and D̄0, must carry the same lepton number
as �∓ = e∓, μ∓, respectively.

1 An indirect but powerful way of checking the charge self-
conjugateness of the particleD0 is to study the process e−e− → P−P−
to which the self-conjugate particle D0 can contribute through its t-
channel exchange. The e−e− mode is under consideration as a satellite
mode at the ILC.

Once the masses of new particles are determined by (pure)
kinematic effects [78], a sequence of techniques increasing
in complexity can be applied to determine the spins and chi-
rality properties of particles in the correlated antler-topology
process at e+e− colliders [79–84]:

(a) Rise of the excitation curve near threshold with polarized
electron and positron beams;

(b) angular distribution of the production process;
(c) angular distributions of the decays of polarized particles;
(d) angular correlations between decay products of two par-

ticles.

While the first and second steps (a) and (b) are already suf-
ficient in the case with a spin-0 scalar P± = S±

p as will
be demonstrated in detail, the production-decay correlations
need to be considered for the case with a spin-1/2 fermion
P± = F±

p and a spin-1 P± = V±
p to determine the P spin

unambiguously; in principle a proper combination of these
complementary techniques enables us to determine the spins
of the invisible particles, D0 and D̄0, and all the intermediate
particles exchanged in s-, t- or u-channel diagrams partici-
pating in the production process. For our numerical analysis
we follow the standard procedure. We show through detailed
simulations how the theoretically predicted distributions can
be reconstructed after including initial-state QED radiation
(ISR), beamstrahlung, and width effects as well as typical
kinematic cuts.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe a
general theoretical framework for the spin and chiral effects
in antler-topology processes at high-energy e+e− colliders.
In Sect. 3 we present the complete amplitudes and polarized
cross sections for the production process e+e− → P+P−
in the e+e− center-of-mass (c.m.) frame with the general set
of couplings listed in Appendix A. The technical framework
we have employed is the helicity formalism [85]. Then we
present in Sect. 4 the complete helicity amplitudes of the two-
body decays P+ → �+D0 and P− → �−D̄0 with general
couplings given in Appendix A. Section 5 describes how to
obtain the fully correlated six-dimensional production-decay
angular distributions by combining the production helicity
amplitudes and the two two-body decay helicity amplitudes
and by implementing arbitrary electron and positron polar-
izations [86–90]. Section 6, the main part of the present work,
is devoted to various observables: the threshold-excitation
patterns, the production angle distributions equipped with
polarized beams, the lepton decay polar-angle distributions
and the lepton angular correlations of the two two-decay
modes. They provide us with powerful tests of the spin and
chirality effects in the production-decay correlated process.
While all the analytic results are maintained to be general, the
numerical analyses are given for the theories with (approx-
imate) electron-chirality conservation such as SUSY and
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Fig. 2 New s-channel S0-exchange diagrams (including the standard γ - and Z -exchange diagrams), new t-channel T 0-exchange diagrams and
new u-channel U−−-exchange diagrams to the pair-production process e+e− → P+P−

UED models and a subsection will be devoted to a brief dis-
cussion of the possible influence from electron-chirality vio-
lation effects. Finally, we summarize our findings and con-
clude in Sect. 7. For completeness, we include three appen-
dices in addition to Appendix A. In Appendix B, we list
all of the Wigner d-functions used in the main text [91]. In
Appendix C, we describe how to obtain the expression of
the production matrix element-squared for arbitrary polar-
ized electron and positron beams. Finally, in Appendix D we
give an analytic proof of the presence of a two-fold discrete
ambiguity in determining the P± momenta in the process
e+e− → P+P− → (�+D0)(�−D̄0), even if the masses of
the particles, P± and D0 (D̄0), are a priori known.

2 Setup for model-independent spin determinations

Generally, the production part e+e− → P+P− of the antler-
topology process (1.1) can occur through s-, t- and/or u-
channel diagrams in renormalizable field theories, as shown
in Fig. 2. Which types of diagrams are present and/or sig-
nificant depend crucially on the nature of the new particles,
P±, D0, and D̄0 as well as the SM leptons �± and on the
constraints from the discrete symmetries conserved in the
theory.

We assume that the new particles, P±, D0, and D̄0, are
produced on-shell in the antler-topology process (1.1), and
they are uncolored under the SM strong-interaction group,
so that they are not strongly interacting.2 Motivated mainly
by the DM problem, the new particles are assumed to be odd
under a conserved discrete Z2-parity symmetry. Therefore,
they can only be produced in pairs at high-energy hadron
and lepton colliders with an initial Z2-parity even environ-
ment such as LHC, ILC, TLEP and CLIC, etc. Furthermore,
the invisible particle D0 participating in the two-body decay
P+ → e+D0, if the decay mode is present, is included
among the particles T 0 exchanged in the t-channel diagram

2 In addition, assuming the widths of the new particles to be much
smaller than their corresponding masses, we neglect their width effects
for any analytic expressions, although we consider them in numerical
simulations in the present work.

of the production process e+e− → P+P−. This implies that
unavoidably at least one of the particles T 0 is lighter than the
particle P± in the antler-topology process with �± = e±.

As the P− as well as the electron e− is singly electri-
cally charged, the s- and t-channel processes are mediated
by (potentially several) neutral particles, S0 and T 0, but any
u-channel processes must be mediated by (potentially sev-
eral) doubly charged particles, U−−. In passing, we note that
most of the popular extensions of the SM such as supersym-
metry (SUSY) and universal extra-dimension (UED) mod-
els contain no doubly charged particles, so that there exist
only s-channel and/or t-channel exchange diagrams but no
u-channel exchange diagrams contributing to the production
process e+e− → P+P−. The s-channel scalar-exchange
contributions may be practically negligible as well because
the electron-chirality violating couplings of any scalar to the
electron line are strongly suppressed in proportion to the tiny
electron mass in those SUSY and UED models.

Since the on-shell particles, P±, D0, and D̄0 as well as
the virtual intermediate particles, S0, T 0 and U±±, are not
directly measured, their spins and couplings as well as masses
are not a priori known. The neutral state S0 can be a spin-0
scalar, S0

s , or a spin-1 vector boson, V 0
s , including the stan-

dard gauge bosonsV 0
s = γ, Z as well. Each of the other inter-

mediate particles can be a spin-0 scalar, a spin-1/2 fermion
or a spin-1 vector boson, assigned in relation to the spin of
the particle P±. In any Lorentz-invariant theories, there exist
in total 20 (20 = 2 + 8 + 8 + 2) different spin assignments
for the production-decay correlated antler-topology process
(1.1) as

(JP ,JD; JS ,JT ,JU ) =
{(

0,
1

2
; 0 ⊕ 1,

1

2
,

1

2

)
,

(
1

2
, 0; 0 ⊕ 1, 0 ⊕ 1, 0 ⊕ 1

)
,

(
1

2
, 1; 0 ⊕ 1, 0 ⊕ 1, 0 ⊕ 1

)
,

(
1,

1

2
; 0 ⊕ 1,

1

2
,

1

2

)}
(2.1)

with spins up to 1 and couplings consistent with renormaliz-
able interactions. The symbols used for the particles in our
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Table 1 List of symbols used for the particles in our analysis with
their electric charges, spins and Z2 parities. The symbol �− denotes
an electron e− or a muon μ−. The last three lines are for the new
particles exchanged in the s-, t- and u-channel diagrams including the
neutral electroweak gauge bosons, γ and Z , exchanged in the s-channel
diagram in the production process, e+e− → P+P−

Particle Spin Charge Z2 parity

0 1
2 1

�− �− −1 +

D0 S0
d F0

d V 0
d 0 −

P− S−
p F−

p V−
p −1 −

S0 S0
s F0

s V 0
s 0 +

T 0 S0
t F0

t V 0
t 0 −

U− − S− −
u F− −

u V− −
u −2 −

analysis are listed in Table 1 along with their charges, spins
and Z2 parities. Generically, the intermediate states, S0, T 0,
and U−− may stand for several different states, although typ-
ically the on-shell particle P± or D0 stands for a single state.
Note that, if the parent particle P± turns out to be a spin-0 or
spin-1 particle, then the daughter particles, D0 and D̄0, and
the t- and u-channel intermediate particles T 0 and U±± are
guaranteed to be spin-1/2 particles.

Among the elementary particles discovered so far, the
electron is the lightest electrically charged particle in the SM.
Its mass me � 0.51 MeV ∼ 2 × 10−6 v is much smaller
than the vacuum expectation value (vev) v � 246 GeV of
the SM Higgs field, the weak scale for setting the masses
of leptons and quarks, as well as the c.m. energies of future
high-energy e+e− colliders. Any kinematic effects due to
the electron mass are negligible, so that the electron will be
regarded as a massless particle from the kinematic point of
view in the present work. The near masslessness of the elec-
tron is related to the approximate chiral symmetry of the SM.
Any new theory beyond the SM should guarantee the experi-
mentally established smallness of the electron mass. This is a
challenge in new theories beyond the SM since they usually
involve larger mass scale(s) than the weak scale. One simple
and natural protection mechanism is chiral symmetry.3

Nevertheless, we do not impose any type of chiral symme-
try so as to maintain full generality in our model-independent
analysis of spin and chirality effects, emphasising the impor-
tance of checking experimentally to what extent the under-
lying theory possesses chiral symmetry. In each three-point
vertex involving a fermion line, i.e. two spin-1/2 fermion
states, we allow for an arbitrary linear combination of right-
handed and left-handed couplings. Only in our numerical
examples will every interaction vertex involving the initial

3 Other possible solutions for getting a massless fermion naturally is
that the fermion is a Nambu–Goldstone fermion, the super-partner of
an unbroken gauge boson or the super-partner of a Goldstone boson.

e± line and the final-state lepton �± (= e±, μ±) be set to be
purely chiral, as is nearly valid in typical SUSY and UED
models, apart from tiny contaminations proportional to the
electron or muon masses generated through the BEH mech-
anism of EWSB [3–7].

3 Pair production processes

In this section we present the analytic form of helicity ampli-
tudes for the production process

e−(p−, σ−)+e+(p+, σ+)→P−(q−, λ−)+P+(q+, λ+)

(3.1)

with the s-, t-, and u-channel contributions as depicted
in Fig. 2 with the general three-point couplings listed in
Appendix A. Here, we discuss only the amplitudes for on-
shell P pair production. The technical framework for our
analytic results is the standard helicity formalism [85].

The helicity of a massive particle is not a relativistically
invariant quantity. It is invariant only for rotations or boosts
along the particle’s momentum, as long as the momentum
does not change its sign. In the present work, we define the
helicities of the P± in the e+e− c.m. frame. Helicity ampli-
tudes contain full information on the production process and
enable us to take into account polarization of the initial e+e−
beams in a straightforward way as described in Appendix C.

Generically, ignoring the electron mass, we can cast the
helicity amplitude into a compact form composed of two
parts – an electron-chirality-conserving (ECC) part Qc and
an electron-chirality violating (ECV) part Qv – as

M[e−σ−e
+
σ+ → P−

λ−P
+
λ+]

= √
2e2

[
δσ+,−σ− Qc

σ−;λ−,λ+ + δσ+,σ− Qv
σ−;λ−,λ+

]
d J0
�σ,�λ(θ)

(3.2)

where J0 = max(|�σ |, |�λ|) with the difference of the e∓
helicities �σ = Je(σ− − σ+) = ±1, 0 and that of the P∓
helicities �λ = JP (λ− − λ+). Here, Je = 1/2 and JP are
the spin of the electron and the particle P , respectively. No
helicity indices are needed when the spin of the particle P
is zero, i.e. JP = 0. After extracting the spin value of the
electron and P , σ± takes two values of ±1 while λ± takes
two values of ±1 or three values ±1, 0 for JP = 1/2 or 1,
respectively. Frequently, in the present work we adopt the
conventions, σ−,+ = ± and λ−,+ = ±, 0, will be used to
denote the sign of the re-scaled helicity values for the sake
of notational convenience. The angle θ in Eq. (3.2) denotes
the scattering angle of P− with respect to the e− direction
in the e+e− c.m. frame. The explicit form of the d functions
needed here is reproduced in Appendix B.
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The polarization-weighted polar-angle differential cross
sections of the production process can be cast into the form

dσP
pol

d cos θ
= πα2β

4s

[
(1 − PL− PL+ )(C++ + C−−)

+(PL− − PL+ )(C++ − C−−) + (1 + PL− PL+ )(V++ + V−− )

+(PL− + PL+ )(V++ − V−− ) + 2PT− PT+ cos δ Re(V−+ )

+2PT− PT+ sin δ Im(V−+ )

]
(3.3)

with δ the relative opening angle of the electron and positron
transverse polarizations and β the speed of pair-produced
particles, where PL ,T

± is the degrees of longitudinal and trans-
verse polarizations and δ is the relative opening angle of the
e± transverse polarizations. The ECC and ECV production
tensors C and V are defined in terms of the reduced produc-
tion helicity amplitudes by

Cσ
σ =

∑
λ−,λ+

∣∣∣ Qc
σ ;λ−,λ+

∣∣∣2 [
d J0
σ,�λ(θ)

]2
, (3.4)

Vσ ′
σ =

∑
λ−,λ+

(
Qv

σ ;λ−,λ+Q
v∗
σ ′;λ−,λ+

) [
d J0

0,�λ(θ)
]2

(3.5)

withσ, σ ′ = ±1 or simply± for notational convenience. (For
a more detailed derivation of the polarized cross sections, see
Appendix C.) The polarized total cross section σP

pol can then
be obtained by integrating the differential cross section over
the full range of cos θ .

If all of the coupling coefficients are real and all the particle
widths are neglected, the following relations must hold for
both the ECC and the ECV parts of the production helicity
amplitudes:

Qc
σ ;λ−,λ+ = Qc∗

σ ;−λ+,−λ− and Qv
σ ;λ−,λ+ = Qv∗

−σ ;−λ+,−λ−
(3.6)

as a consequence of CPT invariance in the absence of any
absorptive parts. Therefore, violation of this relation indi-
cates the presence of re-scattering effects. On the other hand,
CP invariance leads to the relation:

Qc
σ ;λ−,λ+ = Qc

σ ;−λ+,−λ− and Qv
σ ;λ−,λ+ = Qv

−σ ;−λ+,−λ−
(3.7)

independently of the absorptive parts, so that the relation can
be directly used as a test of CP conservation. Similarly, it is
easy to see that P invariance leads to the relation for both the
ECC and the ECV amplitudes:

Qc,v
σ ;λ−,λ+ = Qc,v

−σ ;−λ−,−λ+ (3.8)

which is violated usually through chiral interactions such as
weak interactions in the SM.

Applying the P and CP symmetry relations to the ECC
and ECV production tensors, (3.4) and (3.5), we can classify

Table 2 P and CP properties of the production polar-angle distribu-
tions separable with initial beam polarizations

Polar-angle distributions P CP

C++ + C−− Even Even

C++ − C−− Odd Even

V++ + V−− Even Even

V++ − V−− Odd Even

Re(V−+ ) Even Even

Im(V−+ ) Odd Odd

the six polar-angle distributions in Eq. (3.3) according to their
P and CP properties as shown in Table 2. We find that the
two combinations C++ + C−− and V++ + V−− , contributing to
the unpolarized part, are both P- and CP-even whereas the
terms C++ − C−− and V++ − V−− , linear in the degrees of lon-
gitudinal polarization, are P-odd and CP-even. One of the
two transverse-polarization dependent parts, Re(V−+ ), is both
P- and CP-even and the other one, Im(V−+ ), is both P- and
CP-odd. Unlike the other five distributions, the distribution
Im(V−+ ) vanishes due to CPT invariance if all the couplings
are real.

As can be checked with the expression of the last line
in Eq. (3.3), the transverse-polarization dependent parts can
be non-zero only in the presence of some non-trivial ECV
contributions, so that they serve as a useful indicator for the
ECV parts. If both the electron and the positron longitudinal
polarizations are available, then we can obtain the ECC and
ECV parts of the unpolarized cross section separately. For
the degrees ξ± of e± longitudinal polarization the ECC and
ECV parts of the cross section are given by the relations:

dσPc
unpol

d cos θ
= πα2β

4s
(C++ + C−−) = 1

8ξ−ξ+

×
[
(1 + ξ−ξ+)

(
dσP↑↓

d cos θ
+ dσP↓↑

d cos θ

)

−(1 − ξ−ξ+)

(
dσP↑↑

d cos θ
+ dσP↓↓

d cos θ

)]
, (3.9)

dσPv
unpol

d cos θ
= πα2β

4s
(V++ + V−− ) = 1

8ξ−ξ+

×
[
(1 + ξ−ξ+)

(
dσP↑↑

d cos θ
+ dσP↓↓

d cos θ

)

−(1 − ξ−ξ+)

(
dσP↑↓

d cos θ
+ dσP↓↑

d cos θ

)]
(3.10)

where the upper arrow (↑) or down arrow (↓) indicates that
the direction of longitudinal polarization is parallel or anti-
parallel to the particle momentum with the first and second
one for the electron and positron, respectively. Furthermore,
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we can construct two P-odd LR-asymmetric quantities, of
which one is ECC and the other is ECV, as

APc
LR ≡ πα2β

4s
(C++ − C−−)

= 1

8 ξ−ξ+

[
(ξ− + ξ+)

(
dσP↑↓

d cos θ
− dσP↓↑

d cos θ

)

−(ξ− − ξ+)

(
dσP↑↑

d cos θ
− dσP↓↓

d cos θ

)]
, (3.11)

APv
LR ≡ πα2β

4s
(V++ − V−− )

= 1

8 ξ−ξ+

[
(ξ− + ξ+)

(
dσP↑↑

d cos θ
− dσP↓↓

d cos θ

)

−(ξ− − ξ+)

(
dσP↑↓

d cos θ
− dσP↓↑

d cos θ

)]
. (3.12)

These observables, APc
LR and APv

LR , are expected to play a
crucial role in diagnosing the chiral structure of the ECC and
ECV parts of the production process, respectively. Further-
more, Eqs. (3.9) and (3.11) are powerful even when electron-
chirality invariance is violated. As we will see, they enable
us to extract the ECC parts separately so that the analysis of
observables discussed in Sect. 6 can be adopted without any
further elaboration.

3.1 Charged spin-0 scalar pair S+p S−p production

The production of an electrically charged spin-0 scalar pair
S+
p S

−
p in e+e− collisions

e−(p−, σ−) + e+(p+, σ+) → S−
p (q−) + S+

p (q+) (3.13)

is generally mediated by the s-channel exchange of neu-
tral spin-0 S0

s and spin-1 V 0
s (including the standard γ and

Z bosons), by the t-channel exchange of neutral spin-1/2
fermions F0

t , and also by the u-channel exchange of doubly
charged spin-1/2 fermions F−−

u . The t- or u-channel dia-
grams can contribute to the process only when the produced
scalar S−

p has the same electron number as the electron or
positron in theories with conserved electron number. (Again,
σ−,+ = ±1 are twice the electron and positron helicities and
the convention σ−,+ = ± is used.)

The amplitude of the scalar-pair-production process in Eq.
(3.13) can be expressed in terms of four generalized ECC and
ECV bilinear charges, Qc± and Qv±, in the e+e− c.m. frame
as

M
[
e−
σ−e

+
σ+ → S−

p S
+
p

]

= √
2e2

[
δσ+,−σ− Qc

σ− + δσ+,σ− Qv
σ−

]
d J0
�σ,0(θ) (3.14)

where J0 = |�σ | with �σ = (σ− − σ+)/2 = ±1, 0 and
θ is the scattering polar angle between S−

p with respect to
the e− direction in the e+e− c.m. frame. Explicitly, the ECC
and ECV reduced helicity amplitudes are given in terms of
all the relevant three-point couplings listed in Appendix A
by

Qc± = β
[
sVee±sSSV Ds(M

2
Vs ) − |teSF±|2Dt (M

2
Ft , M

2
Sp )

+ |ueSF±|2Du(M
2
Fu , M

2
Sp )

]
, (3.15)

Qv± = − 1√
2γ

[
sSee±sSSS Ds(M

2
Ss )

− MFt

MSp
teSF±t

eS∗
F∓ Dt (M

2
Ft , M

2
Sp )

− MFu

MSp
ueSF±u

eS∗
F∓ Du(M

2
Fu , M

2
Sp )

]
(3.16)

in terms of the boost factor γ = √
s/2MSp and the re-scaled

angle-independent s-channel propagator Ds(M2
a ) and the re-

scaled angle-dependent t-channel and u-channel propaga-
tors, Dt (M2

a , M2
b ) and Du(M2

a , M2
b ) defined as

Ds(M
2
a ) = 1

1 − M2
a/s + iMaa/s

, (3.17)

Dt/u(M
2
a , M2

b ) = 1

�ab ∓ β cos θ
(3.18)

with �ab = 1 + 2(M2
a − M2

b )/s and cos θ in the e+e− c.m.
frame. All of the propagators are constant, i.e. independent of
the polar angle at threshold with β = 0, i.e. when the scalar
pair S+

p S
−
p are produced at rest. (The width a appearing in

the s-channel propagator is supposed to be much smaller than
Ma and the c.m. energy, so that their effects will be ignored
in our later numerical analyses.)

Using the explicit form of d functions (see Appendix B),
we obtain the polarization-weighted differential cross sec-
tions of the production of scalar particles as

dσ S
pol

d cos θ
= πα2

8s
β

[
(1 − PL− PL+ )(|Qc+|2 + |Qc−|2)

× sin2 θ + (PL− − PL+ )(|Qc+|2 − |Qc−|2) sin2 θ

+2(1 + PL− PL+ )(|Qv+|2 + |Qv−|2)
+2(PL− + PL+ )(|Qv+|2 − |Qv−|2)
+4PT− PT+ cos δ Re(Qv+Qv∗− )

+4PT− PT+ sin δ Im(Qv+Qv∗− )
]

(3.19)

where PL ,T
∓ and δ are the degrees of longitudinal and trans-

verse e∓ polarizations and the relative opening angle of the
e∓ transverse polarizations. The polarized total cross section
σ S

pol can then be obtained by integrating the differential cross
section over the full range of cos θ . One noteworthy point is
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that the transverse-polarization dependent parts on the last
line in Eq. (3.19) survive even after the integration if there
exist any non-trivial ECV amplitudes.

Inspecting the polarization-weighted differential cross
sections in Eq. (3.19), we find the following aspects of the
scalar-pair production:

• As previously demonstrated in detail for the production
of scalar smuon or selectron pairs in SUSY models, the
ECC part of the production cross section of an electrically
charged scalar pair in e+e− collisions, originated from
the J = 1 e+e− system, has two characteristic features.
First, the cross section rises slowly in P-waves near the
threshold, i.e. ∼β3 as the ECC amplitudes Qc± are pro-
portional to β. Second, as the total spin angular momen-
tum of the final system of two spinless scalar particles is
zero, angular momentum conservation generates the sin2 θ

dependence of the ECC part of the differential cross sec-
tion, leading to the angular distribution ∼sin2 θ near the
threshold.

• However, the two salient features of the ECC parts are
spoiled by any non-trivial ECV contributions originated
from s-channel scalar exchanges or t- and u-channel spin-
1/2 fermion exchanges with both left-handed and right-
handed couplings. Near the threshold the ECV amplitudes
become constant. Therefore, in contrast to the ECC part
the ECV part of the total cross section rises sharply in
S-waves ∼β and the ECV part of the differential cross
section is isotropic.

• As mentioned before, even in the presence of both the ECC
and the ECV contributions, the electron and positron beam
polarizations can provide powerful diagnostic handles for
differentiating the ECC and ECV parts. On one hand,
the presence of the ECV contributions, if not suppressed,
can be confirmed by transverse e± polarizations.4 On the
other hand, longitudinal electron and positron polariza-
tions enable us to extract the ECC parts and to check the
chiral structure of the three-point eeSs , eFt Sp, and eFuSp
couplings.

• Then the polar-angle distribution can be used for confirm-
ing the presence of t- or u-channel exchanges, as the distri-
bution is peaked near the forward and/or backward direc-
tions for the t- and/or u-channel contributions.

• If there exist only s-channel contributions, then the ECC
and ECV part of the angular distribution is proportional
to sin2 θ and to a constant in the scalar-pair production in
e+e− collisions, respectively.

4 As is well known, transversely polarized electron and positron beams
can be produced at e+e− circular colliders by the guiding magnetic
field of storage rings through its coupling to the magnetic moment of
electrons and positrons.

To find which of the these aspects are unique to the spin-0
case we need to compare them with the spin-1/2 and spin-1
case.

Asymptotically the ECV amplitudes become vanishing
∼M2

Sp
/s and the ECC ones remain finite as can be checked

with Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16). As the c.m. energy increases, the
ECV contributions diminish and the ECC part of the unpo-
larized cross section of a scalar-pair production scales as

σ Sc
unpol → πα2

6s

(
|sVee+sSSV |2 + |sVee−sSSV |2

)
and s → ∞

(3.20)

in the absence of both t- and u-channel contributions, follow-
ing the simple scaling law ∝ 1/s, and the cross section scales
in the presence of the t-channel and u-channel contributions:

σ Sc
unpol → πα2

4s

{[(
|teSF+|2

)2 +
(
|teSF−|2

)2
]

× log
s

M2
Ft

+
[(

|ueSF+|2
)2 +

(
|ueSF−|2

)2
]

× log
s

M2
Fu

}
as s → ∞

→ πα2

4s

[(
|teSF+|2

)2 +
(
|teSF−|2

)2 +
(
|ueSF+|2

)2

+
(
|ueSF−|2

)2
]

log
s

M2
Sp

as s → ∞ (3.21)

as expected from the near-forward and near-backward
enhancements of the t- and u-channel exchanges. (The
expression in the last line in Eq. (3.21) is obtained by replac-
ing all the intermediate masses by the scalar mass MSp
as a typical mass scale.) As the ECC part of the S±

p -pair-
production cross section is zero in strict forward and back-
ward direction θ = 0, π due to angular momentum conser-
vation, the cross section remains scale-invariant apart from
the logarithmic coefficients.

3.2 Charged spin-1/2 fermion pair F+
p F−

p production

The analysis presented in Sect. 3.1 for the scalar pair pro-
duction repeats itself rather closely for new spin-1/2 fermion
states, F±

p . In addition to the standard γ and Z exchanges,
there may exist the s-, t- and u-channel exchanges of new
spin-0 scalar states, S0

s , S
0
t , and S−−

u , and new spin-1 vector
states, V 0

s , V 0
t , and V−−

u . Despite the complicated superpo-
sition of scalar and vector interactions, the helicity ampli-
tudes of the production of an electrically charged fermion
pair, F+

p F−
p , can be decomposed into the ECC and ECV

parts as in Eq. (3.2) with �σ = (σ− − σ+)/2 = ±1, 0,
�λ = (λ− −λ+)/2 = ±1, 0, and J0 = max(|�σ |, |�λ|) =
1, 0. Explicitly, employing the general couplings listed in
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Appendix A, we obtain for the ECC helicity amplitudes
Qc

σ−;λ−,λ+ for which J0 = 1:

Qc
±;λ,λ = − 1

2γ
sVee±

(
sFF
V+ + sFF

V−
)
Ds(M

2
Vs )

+ 1

2γ

[
|teFS±|2Dt (M

2
St , M

2
Fp

) − |ueFS±|2Du(M
2
Su , M

2
Fp

)
]

+ 1

2γ

[(
2 + M2

FP

M2
Vt

)
|teFV±|2Dt (M

2
Vt , M

2
Fp

)

−
(

2 +
M2

Fp

M2
Vu

)
|ueFV±|2Du(M

2
Vu , M

2
Fp

)

]
(3.22)

for the same F∓
p helicities, λ− = λ+ = λ = ±, and

Qc
±;λ,−λ

= − 1√
2
sVee±

[
(sFF

V+ + sFF
V−) + λβ (sFF

V+ − sFF
V−)

]
Ds(M

2
Vs )

+ 1√
2

[
(1 ∓ λβ) |teFS±|2Dt (M

2
St , M

2
Fp

)

− (1 ± λβ) |ueFS±|2Du(M
2
Su , M

2
Fp

)
]

+ 1√
2

[
2(1 ± λβ) +

M2
Fp

M2
Vt

(1 ∓ λβ)

]

×|teFV±|2Dt (M
2
Vt , M

2
Fp

)

− 1√
2

[
2(1 ∓ λβ) +

M2
Fp

M2
Vu

(1 ± λβ)

]

×|ueFV±|2Du(M
2
Vu , M

2
Fp

) (3.23)

for the opposite F∓
p helicities, λ− = −λ+ = λ = ± with

the boost factors, γ = √
s/2MFp and β =

√
1 − 4M2

Fp
/s.

On the other hand, the ECV reduced helicity amplitudes
Qv

σ−;λ−,λ+ read

Qv±;λ,λ = 1

2
√

2
sSee±

[
λ(sFF

S+ − sFF
S− ) − (sFF

S+ + sFF
S− ) β

]
Ds(M

2
Ss )

− 1

2
√

2
(β ∓ λ) (1 ± λ cos θ) teFS±teF∗

S∓ Dt (M
2
St , M

2
Fp

)

− 1

2
√

2
(β ∓ λ) (1 ∓ λ cos θ) ueFS±ueF∗

S∓ Du(M2
Su , M

2
Fp

)

+ 1√
2

⎡
⎣2(β ± λ) −

M2
Fp

M2
Vt

(β ∓ λ)(1 ± λ cos θ)

⎤
⎦

× teFV±teF∗
V∓ Dt (M

2
Vt , M

2
Fp

)

+ 1√
2

⎡
⎣2(β ± λ) −

M2
Fp

M2
Vu

(β ∓ λ)(1 ∓ λ cos θ)

⎤
⎦

× ueFV±ueF∗
V∓ Du(M2

Vu , M
2
Fp

) (3.24)

for the same F∓
p helicities, λ− = λ+ = λ = ±, and

Qv
±;λ,−λ = 1

2γ

[
teFS±t

eF∗
S∓ Dt (M

2
St , M

2
Fp

)

−ueFS±u
eF∗
S∓ Du(M

2
Su , M

2
Fp

)

]

+ 1

2γ

[
M2

Fp

M2
Vt

teFV±t
eF∗
V∓ Dt (M

2
Vt , M

2
Fp

)

−
M2

Fp

M2
Vu

ueFV±u
eF∗
V∓ Du(M

2
Vu , M

2
Fp

)

]
(3.25)

for the opposite F∓
p helicities, λ− = −λ+ = λ = ±. From

these ECC and ECV reduced amplitudes, one can get the
polarized differential cross section by using Eq. (3.3).

Inspecting the explicit form of the ECC and ECV reduced
helicity amplitudes leads to the following features of the
amplitudes:

• Near threshold, the ECC reduced amplitudes become
independent of the F±

p helicities, leading to the relation

Qc
±;λ,−λ

= √
2 Qc

±;λ,λ
. This implies that the ECC part

of the unpolarized differential cross section behaves like

dσ Fc
unpol

d cos θ
∼

[
1 + β2 cos2 θ

]
G(β cos θ) + · · ·

→ flat near the threshold. (3.26)

• Because not only the e± but also the particle F±
p are

electrically charged, there exists at least an s-channel
γ exchange contribution to the production process with
pure vector-current couplings as sγ

ee± = sFF
γ± = +1. This

contribution generates a non-zero significant amplitude
at threshold with β = 0 as can be proved with Eq. (3.23).
Therefore, the rise of the excitation curve of the unpolar-
ized production cross section must be of an S-wave type,
i.e. σ Fc

unpol ∼ β near the threshold. Note that this threshold
pattern is not spoiled by the ECV contributions.

• If there are neither t-channel nor u-channel exchange dia-
grams, the ECV reduced helicity amplitudes Qv

±;λ,−λ
are

vanishing and all the other non-vanishing ECV reduced
amplitudes are constant. Therefore, the ECV part of the
polar-angle distribution is isotropic. On the other hand,
in this case, the production cross section rises in P-
waves or S-waves when the Ss FpFp coupling is of a
pure scalar type (sFF

S+ = sFF
S− ) or of a pure pseudoscalar

type (sFF
S+ = −sFF

S− ).
• The ECV ECC t-channel and/or u-channel contribu-

tions arise from non-chiral eSt Fp, eSu Fp scalar and/or
eVt Fp, eVu Fp vector couplings. They develop a non-
trivial angular dependence near the threshold
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dσ Fv
unpol

d cos θ
→

[
av + bv cos2 θ

]
+ · · ·

with av > 0 and bv �= 0 near the threshold. (3.27)

The sign of the coefficient bv depends on the relative
size of the scalar and vector contributions in the t- and
u-channel diagrams.

Compared with the spin-0 case, we can claim that the spin-
1/2 case has distinct characteristics in the threshold behavior
and the polar-angle distribution.

As the c.m. energy increases, the ECC amplitudes with the
same F±

p helicities and the ECV amplitudes with the oppo-
site F±

p helicities vanish ∼M2
Fp

/s. However, the ECC ampli-

tudes with the opposite F±
p helicities and the ECV ampli-

tudes with the same F±
p helicities are finite in the asymptotic

high-energy limit as can be checked with Eqs. (3.22)–(3.25).
Therefore, unlike the spin-0 case, both the ECC and the ECV
parts of the unpolarized cross section of the fermion-pair pro-
duction scale asymptotically as

σ Fc
unpol → πα2

3s

(
|sVee+sFF

V+|2 + |sVee−sFF
V−|2

+ |sVee+sFF
V−|2 + |sVee−sFF

V−|2
)

as s → ∞, (3.28)

σ Fv
unpol → πα2

4s

(
|sSee+sFF

S+ |2 + |sSee−sFF
S− |2

+ |sVee+sFF
S− |2 + |sVee−sFF

S− |2
)

as s → ∞ (3.29)

in the absence of both t- and u-channel contributions, fol-
lowing the simple scaling law ∝ 1/s, and both the ECC and
the ECV parts of the cross section scale in the presence of
the t-channel and u-channel contributions as

σ Fc
unpol → πα2

[
1

M2
Vt

(
(|teFV+|2)2 + (|teFV−|2)2

)

+ 1

M2
Vu

(
(|ueFV+|2)2 + (|ueFV−|2)2

)]
as s → ∞, (3.30)

σ Fv
unpol → πα2

[
M4

Fp

M6
Vt

|teFV+t
eF∗
V− |2

+
M4

Fp

M6
Vu

|ueFV+u
eF∗
V− |2

]
as s → ∞ (3.31)

as expected from the forward and backward enhancements
of the t- and u-channel exchanges, which is a remnant of the
Rutherford pole damped by the Yukawa mass cut-off in the
exchange of heavy particles. The size of the cross section is
set by the Compton wave-lengths of the particles exchanged
in the t-channel and/or u-channel.

3.3 Charged spin-1 vector-boson pair V+
p V−

p production

Similarly to the production of an electrically charged spin-0
scalar pair, the production of an electrically charged spin-1
vector-boson pair V+

p V−
p in e+e− collisions

e−(p−, σ−) + e+(p+, σ+)→V−
p (q−, λ−)+V+

p (q+, λ+)

(3.32)

is generally mediated by the s-channel exchange of neu-
tral spin-0 particles S0

s and spin-1 particles V 0
s (including

the standard γ and Z bosons), by the t-channel exchange
of neutral spin-1/2 fermions F0

t , and also by the u-channel
exchange of doubly charged spin-1/2 fermions F−−

u , if the
produced scalar V−

p has the same lepton number as the
positron, when electron number conservation is imposed on
the theory. Here, σ−, σ+ are twice the electron and positron
helicities and λ−, λ+ = ±1, 0 are the V∓

p helicities, respec-
tively.

The amplitude describing the production process in Eq.
(3.32) can be expressed in terms of the scattering angle θ

between the e− and V−
p momentum directions in the e+e−

c.m. frame as in Eq. (3.2) with �σ = (σ− −σ+)/2 = 0,±1,
�λ = λ− − λ+ = 0,±1,±2, and J0 = max(|�σ |, |�λ|).
Explicitly, the ECC reduced helicity amplitudes Qc

σ−;λ−,λ+
are given by

Qc
σ−;±,± = −βsVeeσ−s

V V
V Ds(M

2
Vs ) + (β − cos θ)|teVFσ−|2

×Dt (M
2
Ft , M

2
Vp

)−(β + cos θ)|ueVFσ−|2
×Du(M

2
Fu , M

2
Vp

), (3.33)

Qc
σ−; 0, 0 = (2γ 2 + 1) Qc

σ−;±,± + cos θ
[
|teVFσ−|2

× Dt (M
2
Ft , M

2
Vp

) + |ueVFσ−|2

× Du(M
2
Fu , M

2
Vp

)
]
, (3.34)

Qc
σ−;±, 0 = Qc

σ−;0,∓ = 2γ Qc
σ−;±,± ± σ−

γ

×
[
|teVFσ−|2 Dt (M

2
Ft , M

2
Vp

) + |ueVFσ−|2

× Du(M
2
Fu , M

2
Vp

)
]
, (3.35)

Qc
σ−;±,∓ = −√

2
[
|teVFσ−|2 Dt (M

2
Ft , M

2
Vp

) + |ueVFσ−|2

× Du(M
2
Fu , M

2
Vp

)
]

(3.36)

and the ECV reduced helicity amplitudes by

Qv
σ−;±,± = − 1√

2γ
sSeeσ−s

V V
S Ds(M

2
Ss )

+ 1√
2γ

MFt

MVp

(1 ± σ− cos θ) teVFσ− t
eV∗
F−σ− Dt (M

2
Ft , M

2
Vp

)

+ 1√
2γ

MFu

MVp

(1 ∓ σ− cos θ) ueVFσ−u
eV∗
F−σ− Du(M

2
Fu , M

2
Vp

)

(3.37)
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for both transversely polarized vector bosons with the same
helicity, and

Qv
σ−; 0, 0 = √

2γ (1 − γ −2/2) sSeeσ−s
V V
S Ds(M

2
Ss )

−√
2γ

MFt

MVp

(1 − γ −2/2 − β cos θ) teVFσ− t
eV∗
F−σ−

×Dt (M
2
Ft , M

2
Vp

)

−√
2γ

MFu

MVp

(1 − γ −2/2 + β cos θ) ueVFσ−u
eV∗
F−σ−

×Du(M
2
Fu , M

2
Vp

) (3.38)

for both longitudinally polarized vector bosons, respectively.
For |�λ| = 1 with one transversely polarized and one lon-
gitudinally polarized vector bosons and for |�λ| = 2, we
have

Qv
σ−;±, 0 = Qv

σ−;0,±

= (β ± σ−)√
2

[
MFt

MVp

teVFσ− t
eV∗
F−σ− Dt (M

2
Ft , M

2
Vp

)

−MFu

MVp

ueVFσ−u
eV∗
F−σ− Du(M

2
Fu , M

2
Vp

)

]
, (3.39)

Qv
σ−;±,∓ = 0. (3.40)

Here, the boost factors are γ = √
s/2MVp and β =√

1 − 4M2
Vp

/s. The ECC diagrams with s-channel V 0
s -

exchange such as the standard s-channel γ and Z exchange
have only a J = 1 partial wave because of angular momen-
tum conservation, contributing to only the seven final helicity
combinations with J0 = 1. On the other hand, the diagrams
with t-channel and u-channel fermion exchanges have all the
partial waves with J ≥ J0.

In the case with J0 = 2 only the F0
t and F−−

u exchange
diagrams can contribute to this final-state configuration.
Moreover, because |�λ| = 2, the final vector bosons are
both transverse [(λ, λ̄) = (±,∓)]. Thus these amplitudes do
not have any bad high-energy behavior.

The other seven ECC final helicity combinations give
J0 = 1. Five of them have at least one longitudinal Vp,
which could give a divergent behavior at high energies. Some
parts of the amplitudes Qc

σ−;±,0 = Qc
σ−;0,± and Qc

σ−;0,0 are
proportional to the ECC amplitude Qc

σ−;±,± with the pro-

portionality coefficients, γ or γ 2, respectively, as expected
from longitudinal V±

p counting. To avoid the bad high-energy

behavior, it is necessary to satisfy the two relations5 among

5 If the electron mass is not ignored, additional divergent parts propor-
tional to the mass appear in the ECV parts with longitudinally polarized
V±
p . They can be cancelled by the s-channel scalar exchanges with their

couplings proportional to the electron mass as in the SM.

the couplings as provided by gauge symmetry in the SM
[92–94]:

sVee±sV V
V = |teVF±|2 − |ueVF±|2, (3.41)

sSee±sV V
S = MFt

MVp

teVF±t
eV∗
F∓ + MFu

MVp

ueVF±u
eV∗
F∓ (3.42)

for each electron helicityσ− = ±, leading to an effective can-
cellation among the s-channel, t-channel and u-channel con-
tributions, so that the ECC amplitudes Qc

σ−;±,± and Qc
σ−;0,0

and the ECV amplitudes Qv
σ−;0,0 vanish asymptotically as

the c.m. energy increases.6

If the ECC cancellation condition (3.41) for the ECC part
is satisfied, the ECC amplitudes Qc

σ−;±,0 = Qc
σ−;0,± for one

longitudinal and one transverse Vp pair decrease as γ −1 at
high energies, while the ECC amplitudes Qc

σ−;±,± are sup-

pressed by (1 − β) ∼ γ −2 since Dt/u ∼ (1 ∓ β cos θ)−1 at
high energies. Therefore, only three of the nine ECC helic-
ity combinations, (+,−), (−,+), and (0, 0), survive at high
energies. On the other hand, if the ECV cancellation condi-
tion (3.42) is satisfied, the J0 = 0 ECV amplitudes, Qv

σ−;±,±
and Qv

σ−;0,0 are suppressed by γ −1 while the J0 = 1 ECV
amplitudes, Qv

σ−;±,0 and Qv
σ−;0,±, survive at high energies.

The three ECC amplitudes surviving at high energies
do not contribute to the ECC cross section equally. The
J0 = 2 ECC amplitudes with the (±,∓) helicity combi-
nations dominate over the other (0, 0) ECC amplitude at
high energies because of the t-channel and/or u-channel
polar factors 1/(� ∓ β cos θ) which peaks at cos θ = ±1
with a (1 − β)−1 ∼ γ 2 enhancement. (In practice the peaks
appear below | cos θ | = 1 because the relevant d2

σ−;±2 func-
tions with |σ−| = 1 are proportional to sin θ and vanish at
| cos θ | = 1.) As there must exist the t-channel and/or u-
channel contributions for preserving the good high-energy
behavior of the cross section by compensating the s-channel
γ, Z contributions for both of the e+e− helicity combina-
tions (σ−, σ+) = (±,∓), the ECC unpolarized cross section
scales asymptotically as

σ Vc
unpol → 4πα2

s

{[
(|teVF+|2)2 + (|teVF−|2)2

]
log

s

M2
Ft

+
[
(|ueVF+|2)2 + (|ueVF−|2)2

]
log

s

M2
Fu

}
as s → ∞,

(3.43)

which follows the typical scaling law ∝ 1/s apart from the
logarithmic parts.

In contrast, the J0 = 2 ECV amplitudes are zero and,
with the ECV cancellation condition (3.42), only the J0 = 1

6 The cancellation conditions enforce the condition that sVee±sV V
V are

real and sSee±sV V
S are complex conjugate to each other.
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ECV amplitudes Qv
±;±,0 and Qv

±;0,± survive asymptotically,
leading to the form of the ECV cross section:

σ V v
unpol → 2πα2

s

[
M2

Ft

M2
Vp

|teVF+t
eV∗
F− |2 log

s

M2
Ft

+M2
Fu

M2
Vp

|ueVF+u
eV∗
F− |2 log

s

M2
Fu

]
as s → ∞,

(3.44)

which follows the scaling law ∝ 1/s apart from the logarith-
mic parts with the mass-squared of the intermediate particles
indicating the chiral-flipping phenomena.

At threshold of the spin-1 vector pair production, the
total spin becomes equal to the total angular momentum,
so that it takes only the three values, J = 0, 1, 2, because
no orbital angular momentum is developed between the final
V±
p . Among the three possible angular momenta, J = 0 is

forbidden for the ECC parts because the initial e+e− state can
have only J ≥ 1 if the electron mass is neglected. The ECC
part of the cross section needs to have a J = 2 contribution
from t-channel or u-channel spin-1/2 fermion exchanges or a
J = 1 contribution from new s-channel spin-1 vector-boson
exchanges, partly as a means for erasing the bad high-energy
behavior. In the presence of the t- or u-channel contributions
as in the SM, the ECC part of the total cross section rises
sharply in S-waves near threshold as

σ Vc
unpol ∼ 4πα2

M2
Vp

{[ |teVF+ |2
1 + M2

Ft
/M2

Vp

+ |ueVF+|2
1 + M2

Fu
/M2

Vp

]2

+
[ |teVF− |2

1 + M2
Ft

/M2
Vp

+ |ueVF−|2
1 + M2

Fu
/M2

Vp

]2
}

β, (3.45)

while the ECC part of the angular distribution,

1

σ Vc
unpol

dσ Vc
unpol

d cos θ
∼ 1

2
+ O(β) cos θ, (3.46)

is essentially flat in the threshold region and the flat behav-
ior is modified linearly in β above the threshold, unless the
theory is P-invariant.

If there exist any ECV contributions in the s-, t- and/or
u-channel diagrams due to non-chiral couplings, the ECV
amplitudes for the spin-1 vector-boson pair production are
finite at threshold, so that the ECV part of the cross section
rises sharply in S-waves near threshold as

σ V v
unpol ∼ 8πα2

M2
Vp

[
3B1 + 2B2

]
β (3.47)

with the non-negative functions defined as B1 and B2

B1 =
∣∣∣∣ 2sSee+sV V

S

M2
Vp

4M2
Vp

− M2
Ss

− teVF+t
eV∗
F−

MVpMFt

M2
Vp

+ M2
Ft

−ueVF+u
eV∗
F−

MVpMFu

M2
Vp

+ M2
Fu

∣∣∣∣
2

, (3.48)

B2 =
∣∣∣∣ teVF+t

eV∗
F−

MVpMFt

M2
Vp

+ M2
Ft

− ueVF+u
eV∗
F−

MVpMFu

M2
Vp

+ M2
Fu

∣∣∣∣
2

(3.49)

and, similarly to the ECC part, the ECV part of the angular
distribution is essentially flat in the threshold region.

Comparing the predictions for the excitations of the spin-1
electrically charged vector bosons with those of the spin-1/2
electrically charged fermions leads us to the conclusion that
the onset of the excitation curves alone does not discriminate
one from the other. Therefore, the analyses of the final-state
two-body decay processes and/or production-decay angular
correlations are required for discriminating the spin-1 vector
bosons from the spin-1/2 fermions.

4 Two-body decays

The decay amplitudes D− and D+ of the two-body decays,
P− → �−D̄0 and P+ → �+D0, are most simply expressed
in theP− andP+ rest frames, respectively. We define each of
these frames by a boost of the e+e− c.m. frame along the z-
axis as shown in Fig. 3. In theP∓ rest frame, we parameterize
the �∓ four-momenta, p1 and p3, as

e− e+

P−

P+

x

−

D̄0

z

+

D0

θ

θ−

θ+

φ−

φ+

Fig. 3 The coordinate system in the colliding e+e− c.m. frame. The y-
axis is chosen along the �p−(e−) × �q−(P−) direction and it is pointing
toward the observer. The coordinate systems in the P− and P+ rest
frames are obtained from it by boosts along the z-axis. The angles θ±
and φ± are the polar and azimuthal angles of the lepton �± associated
with the two-body decay of the P± particles in their respective rest
frames
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pμ
1 = pμ

�− = M2
P − M2

D
2MP

(1, sin θ− cos φ−, sin θ− sin φ−, cos θ−) , (4.1)

pμ
3 = pμ

�+ = M2
P − M2

D
2MP

(1, sin θ+ cos φ+, sin θ+ sin φ+,− cos θ+) .

(4.2)

In this convention of the coordinate systems the angles of
the charged lepton are chosen as (θ−, φ−) in the P− decays
and (π − θ+, φ+) in the P+ decays.

It is a straightforward exercise to evaluate the helicity
amplitudes of the decays P− → �−D̄0 and P+ → �+D0

with the general couplings listed in Appendix A in the P∓
rest frames described before. Generically, when the charged
lepton masses are ignored, the decay amplitudes can be writ-
ten as

D−[P−
λ− → �−

σ1
D̄0

σ2
] = e KPD D−[P− → �−D̄0]σ1σ2

×d JP
λ−,σ1−σ2

(θ−) ei(λ−−σ1+σ2) φ− , (4.3)

D+[P+
λ+ → �+

σ3
D0

σ4
] = e KPD D+[P+ → �+D0]σ3σ4

× d JP
λ+,σ3−σ4

(θ+) e−i(λ+−σ3+σ4) φ+ (4.4)

with KPD =
√
M2

P − M2
D and λ−(λ+), σ1(σ3) and σ2(σ4)

the helicities of the particles P−(P+), �−(�+) and D̄0(D0).
We obtain for all the decay combinations with P± =
S±
p , F±

p , V±
p and D0 = F0

d , S0
d , V

0
d the reduced decay helic-

ity amplitudes:

D−[S−
p → �− F̄0

d ]σ1σ2 = δσ2σ1 d
�F
Sσ1

, (4.5)

D−[F−
p → �− S̄0

d ]σ1 = d�S
Fσ1

, (4.6)

D−[F−
p → �−V̄ 0

d ]σ1σ2

= −
[√

2 δσ2σ1 + δσ20(MFp/MVd )
]
d�V
Fσ1

, (4.7)

D−[V−
p → �− F̄0

d ]σ1σ2

=
[
δσ2σ1(MFd /MVp ) + √

2 δσ2,−σ1

]
d�F
Vσ1

(4.8)

and the reduced decay amplitudes for the charge-conjugated
decays P+ → �+D0 are given by the relation

D+[P+ → �+D0]σ3σ4 = ∓D−[P− → �−D̄0]∗−σ3,−σ4

(4.9)

up to an overall sign. The sign + is for P± = V±
p and the

sign − for P± = S±
p , F±

p .

5 Full angular correlations of the final-state leptons

In this section we present the most general angular distribu-
tion of the decay products in the correlated production-decay
process, following the formalism in Ref. [95]

e−(p−, σ−)

e+(p+, σ+)

P−(q−, λ−)
D̄0(p2, σ2)

−(p1, σ1)

P+(q+, λ+)
D0(p4, σ4)

+(p3, σ3)

Fig. 4 A schematic view of the process e+e− → P+P− →
(�+D0)(�−D̄0). Shown in the parentheses are the four-momenta and
re-scaled helicities of the corresponding particles

e−(p−, σ−) + e+(p+, σ+) → P−(q−, λ−) + P+(q+, λ+)

P−(q−, λ−) → �−(p1, σ1) + D̄0(p2, σ2)

P+(q+, λ+) → �+(p3, σ3) + D0(p4, σ4) (5.1)

with two visible massless charged leptons �± and two invisi-
ble neutral particlesD0 and D̄0 in the final state, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. Combining the production process and two decay
processes, we can extract explicitly the dependence of the
correlated cross section on final charged lepton angles as
well as the production angles and beam polarizations.

5.1 Derivation of the correlated distributions

The fully production-decay correlated amplitudes can be
expressed in terms of the production and decay helicity
amplitudes as follows:

M(p−, σ−; p+, σ+; p1,2, σ1,2; p3,4, σ3,4)

= �P−(q2−)�P+(q2+)

×
∑

λ−,λ+
M(p−, σ−; p+, σ+; q−, λ−; q+, λ+)

×D−(q−, λ−; p1, σ1; p2, σ2)

×D+(q+, λ+; p3, σ3; p4, σ4) (5.2)

where the Breit–Wigner propagator factors �P± for the P±
particles are

�P±(q2±) = (q2± − M2
P + iMPP )−1. (5.3)

Here we take the summations over intermediate P± polar-
izations in the helicity basis, i.e. helicities, which are most
convenient for theoretical considerations.

In the c.m. frame of the colliding e+e− beams, we
choose the P− momentum direction as the z-axis and the
�p−(e−) × �q−(P−) direction as the y-axis, so that the scat-
tering e+e− → P+P− takes place in the x–z plane (see
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Fig. 3).7 The production amplitude M is then a function of
the scattering angle θ between e− and P− momentum direc-
tions, as explicitly shown in the previous section. The explicit
form of the production amplitude and two decay amplitudes
in the e+e− c.m. frame can be derived by the relations:

M(p−, σ−; p+, σ+; q−, λ−; q+, λ+)

= M[e−
σ−e

+
σ+ → P−

λ−P
+
λ+], (5.4)

D−(q−, λ−; p1, σ1; p2, σ2) = D−[P−
λ− → �−

σ1
D̄0

σ2
], (5.5)

D+(q+, λ+; p3, σ3; p4, σ4) = D+[P+
λ+ → �+

σ3
D0

σ4
] (5.6)

with the expressions defined in Eq. (3.2) for the production
amplitudes and Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) for the decay amplitudes,
respectively.

5.2 Polarization-weighted cross sections

Generally, the full correlations of the production and two two-
body decay processes can contain maximally 24×(2JP+1)4

independent observables expressed in terms of the e+e− c.m.
energy

√
s and six production and decay angles – two angles

(θ, ϕ) for the production process and four angles (θ±, φ±)

for two decay processes – for arbitrarily polarized electron
and positron beams. (Here, JP is the spin of the particleP±.)
The factor 24 = 16 comes from the production part and the
other (2JP + 1)4 (=1, 16, and 81 for JP = 0, 1/2, and 1)
from the production-decay correlations.

The polarization-weighted squared matrix elements can
be cast into a decomposed form:

∑
|M|2 =

∣∣∣�P−(q2−)

∣∣∣2 ∣∣∣�P+(q2+)

∣∣∣2 Pλ−λ+
λ′−λ′+

Dλ−
λ′−

Dλ+
λ′+

(5.7)

with the summation over repeated indices (λ−, λ′−, λ+, λ′+)

assumed here and in the following equations. The polarization-
weighted production tensor reads

Pλ−λ+
λ′−λ′+

=
∑

σ−,σ ′−

∑
σ+,σ ′+

P−
σ−σ ′−

P+
σ+σ ′+

M[e−
σ−e

+
σ+ → P−

λ−P
+
λ+]

×M∗[e−
σ−e

+
σ+ → P−

λ′−
P+

λ′+
] (5.8)

in terms of the production helicity amplitudes, where the
electron and positron polarization tensors P∓ are given in
the (+,−) helicity basis by [87]

7 The dependence of the distribution on the production azimuthal-angle
ϕ can be encoded in terms dependent on the transverse beam polariza-
tions as shown in Appendix C.

P−
σ−σ ′−

= 1

2

(
1 + PL− PT− e−iφ−

PT− eiφ− 1 − PL−

)
, (5.9)

P+
σ+σ ′+

= 1

2

(
1 + PL+ PT+ e−iφ+

PT+ eiφ+ 1 − PL+

)
, (5.10)

respectively, where φ− = −ϕ and φ+ = −ϕ + δ with the
azimuthal angle ϕ of the P− flight direction as measured
from the electron transverse polarization direction and δ the
relative opening angle of the electron and positron transverse-
polarization directions. Details of this calculation for incor-
porating beam polarizations are given in Appendix C. The
decay density matrices with the daughter particle polariza-
tions summed in Eq. (5.7) are given by

Dλ−
λ′−

(θ−, φ−) =
∑
σ1,σ2

D−[P−
λ− → �−

σ1
D̄0

σ2
]

×D∗−[P−
λ′−

→ �−
σ1
D̄0

σ2
], (5.11)

Dλ+
λ′+(θ+, φ+) =

∑
σ3,σ4

D+[P+
λ+ → �+

σ3
D0

σ4
]

×D∗+[P+
λ′+

→ �+
σ3
D0

σ4
]. (5.12)

After integration over the virtual P masses squared, q2−
and q2+, the unpolarized differential cross section can be
expressed in the narrow width approximation as

dσ

d cos θdϕ d cos θ−dφ−d cos θ+dφ+

= (2JP + 1)2β

1024π4s
Br[P− → �−D̄0]

×Br[P+ → �+D0] Pλ−λ+
λ′−λ′+

ρ
λ−
λ′−

ρ
λ+
λ′+

(5.13)

with β = (1−4M2
P/s)1/2. Here, ρ and ρ are the normalized

decay density matrices defined as

ρ
λ−
λ′−

=
Dλ−

λ′−
Tr(D)

and ρ
λ+
λ′+

=
Dλ+

λ′+
Tr(D)

(5.14)

satisfying the normalization conditions Tr(ρ) = 1 and
Tr(ρ) = 1. With this normalization condition the over-
all constant K is fixed in terms of the branching fractions
Br(P− → �−D̄0) and Br(P+ → �+D0). By integrating
over P+ decays, we obtain the inclusive P− → �−D̄0 decay
distribution

dσ

d cos θdϕ d cos θ−dφ−

= (2JP + 1)β

256π3s
Br[P− → �−D̄0] Pλ−λ+

λ′−λ+ ρ
λ−
λ′−

(5.15)

and alternatively we obtain the P+ → �+D0 decay
distribution as
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dσ

d cos θdϕ d cos θ+dφ+

= (2JP + 1)β

256π3s
Br[P+ → �+D0] Pλ−λ+

λ−λ′+
ρ

λ+
λ′+

. (5.16)

By further integrating out all the decay lepton angles, we
simply get the unpolarized differential cross section for the
production process e+e− → P+P−:

dσ

d cos θdϕ
= β

64π2s
Pλ−λ+

λ−λ+ , (5.17)

whose explicit form for the process e+e− → P+P− can
be found in Eq. (3.3). By comparing Eqs. (5.13), (5.16) and
(5.16) with Eq. (5.17) we can get the additional informa-
tion on not only the P+P− production amplitudes but also
the P± decay amplitudes encoded in decay lepton angular
distributions.

5.3 Decay density matrices

The explicit form of the normalized decay density matrix for
each spin combination of the parent and daughter particles,
P− and D̄0, in the decay P− → �−D̄0 can be derived with
the explicit form of each decay amplitude listed in Eqs. (4.5)–
(4.8), respectively. For the spin-0 case with P− = S−

p and

D̄0 = F0
d , the decay matrix is a single number:

ρ[S−
p → �− F̄0

d ] = 1 (5.18)

generating no production-decay correlations, independently
of the chiral structure of the couplings. On the other hand,
for the two spin-1/2 cases, the 2 × 2 decay density matrices
read

ρ[F−
p → �− S̄0

d ] = 1

2

(
1 + ξfs cos θ− ξfs sin θ−eiφ−

ξfs sin θ−e−iφ− 1 − ξfs cos θ−

)
with

ξfs = |d�S
F+|2 − |d�S

F−|2
|d�S

F+|2 + |d�S
F−|2 (5.19)

for the spin-0 daughter particle S̄0
d and

ρ[F−
p → �−V̄ 0

d ] = 1

2

(
1 + ξfvηfv cos θ− ξfvηfv sin θ−eiφ−

ξfvηfv sin θ−e−iφ− 1 − ξfvηfv cos θ−

)

with ηfv =
M2

Fp
− 2M2

Vd

M2
Fp

+ 2M2
Vd

and

ξfv = |d�V
F+|2 − |d�V

F−|2
|d�V

F+|2 + |d�V
F−|2 (5.20)

for the spin-1 daughter particle V̄ 0
d , and the 3 × 3 decay

density matrix for the spin-1 parent particle V−
p reads

ρ[V−
p → �− F̄0

d ] = (1 − ηvf)13×3 + (3ηvf − 2) ρT

+ξvf ηvf δT with ηvf =
2M2

Vp

2M2
Vp

+ M2
Fd

and

ξvf = |d�F
V+|2 − |d�F

V−|2
|d�F

V+|2 + |d�F
V−|2 (5.21)

where 13×3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, and the normalized
matrix ρT and the traceless matrix δT are given by

ρT = 1

4

⎛
⎝ 1 + c2−

√
2c−s−eiφ− s2−e2iφ−√

2c−s−e−iφ− 2s2− −√
2c−s−eiφ−

s2−e−2iφ− −√
2c−s−e−iφ− 1 + c2−

⎞
⎠ ,

(5.22)

δT = 1

4

⎛
⎝ 2c−

√
2s−eiφ− 0√

2s−e−iφ− 0
√

2s−eiφ−
0

√
2s−e−iφ− −2c−

⎞
⎠ (5.23)

with the abbreviations c− = cos θ− and s− = sin θ−.
The density matrices for the charge-conjugated decays

P+ → �+D0 are related to those of the decaysP− → �−D̄0

as follows:

ρ[P+ → �+D0]
= ρ[P− → �−D̄0] (θ− → θ+, φ− → −φ+, ξ → −ξ) .

(5.24)

The two density matrices can be used for describing non-
trivial final-state angular correlations between two visible
leptons through the connection linked by the production pro-
cess.

As shown clearly by the expressions in Eqs. (5.19)–(5.21),
the decay distributions are affected not just by the spins and
masses of the particles but also the chiralities of their cou-
plings. We find:

• If the relative chirality ξfs is zero, i.e. the coupling is
either pure vector-like or pure axial-vector-like, the decay
density matrix becomes an identity matrix, washing out
any correlation in the final-state leptons of the decays
F−
p → �− S̄0

d and F+
p → �+S0

d completely. On the con-
trary, if the coupling is purely chiral with ξfs = ±1, the
decay distributions provide maximal information on the
production-decay correlations.

• In addition to the relative chirality ξfv there exists a
kinematic factor ηfv determining the polarization anal-
ysis power in the decay F−

p → �−V̄ 0
d . This purely

mass-dependent factor vanishes for the special case with
MFp = √

2MVd and takes its maximum value of unity
only when MVd = 0, i.e. the spin-1 daughter particle V 0

d
is massless. Nevertheless, if the coupling is purely chi-
ral, then this decay mode with a spin-1 daughter particle
can be distinguished from the decay mode with a spin-0
daughter particle by measuring the polarization analysis
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power; in the latter case its magnitude is 1 and in the
former case its magnitude is ηfv < 1 for MVd > 0.

• In the spin-1 case, if the relative chirality ξvf is zero, the
density matrix becomes an identity matrix only when
the parent and daughter particles are degenerate, i.e.
MVp = MFd . However, in this degenerate case, the decay
is kinematically forbidden. Therefore, we can conclude
that the spin-1 case can be distinguished from the spin-0
and spin-1/2 cases.

Before closing this subsection, we emphasize that, with
all these spin- and chirality-dependent characteristics of the
decay density matrices, the decay angle correlations of the
final-state leptons become trivial unless the parent particles
are polarized as will be demonstrated below.

6 Observables

In the last section, we gave a detailed description of the angu-
lar distribution of the final-state lepton–antilepton pairs aris-
ing from the decay of the P+P− pair. Schematically, the
six-fold differential cross section has the form

dσ ∼
Ntot∑

Pi (P
L− , PL+; PT− , PT+ , δ; θ, ϕ;√

s)

Di (θ−, φ−, θ+, φ+)

with Ntot = (2JP + 1)4. (6.1)

Here the functions Di form a linearly independent set con-
sisting of low-energy spherical harmonics, which reflects the
decay dynamics. The dynamics of the production process
is solely contained in the factors Pi , forming maximally 16
independent terms. These are given essentially by the density
matrix of theP+P− pair and by beam polarizations. The fact
that we can in principle measure 16 × (2JP + 1)4 functions
shows that it is possible to extract an enormous amount of
information on the production and decay mechanism.

However, unless we have a sufficient number of events,
it is neither possible nor practical to perform a fit with the
large number of all independent angular and/or polarization
distributions. Rather it is meaningful to obtain from the exper-
imental data a specific set of observables depending on the
c.m. energy, the beam polarizations, the production angles
and the decay angular distributions that are efficiently con-
trollable and reconstructible and sensitive to the spin and chi-
rality effects. In the following numerical analysis we restrict
ourselves to five conventional kinematic variables – the beam
energy

√
s, the production polar angle θ , the two lepton

polar angles, θ− and θ+, in the decays, P− → �−D̄0 and
P+ → �+D0, and the cosine of the azimuthal-angle dif-
ference φ between two decay planes. The impact of beam
polarizations on each observable is also diagnosed numeri-
cally.

In order to gauge the sensitivities of the observables men-
tioned in the previous subsection to spin and chirality effects
in the antler-topology processes, we investigate their distribu-
tions for ten typical spin and chirality assignments as shown
with five examples from the MSSM and five examples from
the MUED listed in Table 3. For the sake of simplicity, when
describing the specific examples, we impose electron chiral-
ity invariance (which is valid to a very good precision in the
popular models MSSM and MUED), forcing us to neglect
any s-channel scalar contributions and to set any three-point
eT P and P�D vertices with � = e, μ to be purely chiral
in the t-channel diagram and the two-body decay diagrams.
Furthermore, in the present numerical analysis we do not
have any u-channel exchange of doubly charged particles,
for which new higher representations of the SM gauge group
have to be introduced in the theories. In any case, note that
in principle all the u-channel contributions, if they exist, can
be worked out through the analytic expressions presented
in Sect. 3. For example, the major difference between a u-
channel process and a t-channel process is that the production
polar-angle distribution will be backward-peaked instead of
forward-peaked, as can be seen from Eq. (3.18).

In general several particles may contribute to the s-channel
and/or t-channel diagrams and the mass spectrum of the new
particles depends strongly on the mass generation mecha-
nism unique to each model beyond the SM. Nevertheless,
expecting no significant loss of generality, we assume in
our numerical analysis that only the SM neutral electroweak
gauge bosons γ and Z contribute to the s-channel diagram
and only one or two particles, named T 0

1 and T 0
2 when two

particles are involved, are exchanged in the t-channel dia-
gram. Then we take the following simplified mass spectrum:

MP = MT2 = 200 GeV and MD = MT1 = 100 GeV.

(6.2)

We emphasize that the mass spectrum (6.2) is chosen only
as a simple illustrative example in the MSSM and MUED
models with different spins but similar final states and so the
procedure for spin determination demonstrated in the present
work can be explored for any other BSM models as well as
within the SM itself. The coupling of the Z boson as well
as the photon γ to the new spin-1/2 charged fermion pair
F+
p F−

p with P± = F±
p is taken to be purely vector-like, as

this is valid for the first Kaluza–Klein (KK) lepton states in
MUED with F±

p = �±
L1/R1 and for the pure charged wino

or higgsino states in the MSSM with F±
p = W̃±, H̃ , valid

to very good approximation when the mixing between the
gaugino and higgsino states due to EWSB is ignored in the
MSSM. It is also assumed that the lightest neutralino is a pure
bino, B̃, and the second lightest neutralino is a pure wino,
W̃ 0. In this case, the lightest chargino is almost degenerate
with the second lightest neutralino.
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Table 3 Ten examples for the antler-topology processes – five in
MSSM and five in MUED. Every ECV effect due to EWSB in these
models is small, so that the eT P andP�D couplings are purely chiral to
very good approximation. The first index is introduced to specify each
spin and chirality assignment. The chirality index, R or L , in the third

column stands for the chiral structure of the e−T 0P− vertex and the
P−�−D̄0 vertex. We note that the chirality of each t-channel coupling is
identical to the chirality of the vertex describing the decayP− → �−D̄0

in every scenario

Index [JP , JD] Chirality Antler-topology process s-channel [JS0 ] t-channel [JT 0 ] Model

AL/R [0, 1/2] L/R e+e− → μ̃+
L/Rμ̃−

L/R → (μ+ B̃)(μ− B̃) γ, Z [J = 1] − MSSM

BL/R [0, 1/2] L/R e+e− → ẽ+
L/Rẽ

−
L/R → (e+ B̃)(e− B̃) γ, Z [J = 1] B̃, W̃ 0 [J = 1/2] MSSM

CL/R [1/2, 1] L/R e+e− → μ+
L1/R1μ

−
L1/R1 → (μ+B1)(μ

−B1) γ, Z [J = 1] − MUED

DL/R [1/2, 1] L/R e+e− → e+
L1/R1e

−
L1/R1 → (e+B1)(e−B1) γ, Z [J = 1] B1,W 0

1 [J = 1] MUED

EL [1/2, 0] L e+e− → W̃+W̃− → (�+ν̃�)(�
−ν̃∗

� ) γ, Z [J = 1] ν̃e [J = 0] MSSM

FL [1, 1/2] L e+e− → W+
1 W−

1 → (�+ν�1)(�
−ν̄�1) γ, Z [J = 1] νe1 [J = 1/2] MUED

Applying all the assumptions mentioned above to the
MSSM and MUED processes listed in Table 3, we can obtain
the full list of non-zero ECC couplings for the processes
[12,96]: for the s-channel couplings

sγ
ee± = s �̃R �̃R

γ = s �̃L �̃L
γ = s�R1�R1

γ± = s�L1�L1
γ±

= sW̃ W̃
γ± = sW1W1

γ = 1, (6.3)

sZee+ = s �̃R �̃R
Z = s�R1�R1

Z± = −sW /cW , (6.4)

sZee− = s �̃L �̃L
Z = s�L1�L1

Z± = (1/2 − s2
W )/cW sW , (6.5)

sW̃ W̃
Z± = sW1W1

Z = cW /sW (6.6)

with �± = e±, μ±, and for the t-channel and decay couplings

teẽR
B̃+ = d�B̃

�̃R− = −√
2/cW ;

teẽL
B̃− = d�B̃

�̃L+ = 1/
√

2cW ; teẽL
W̃− = 1/

√
2sW ,

teW̃ν̃e− = d�ν̃�

W̃+ = −1/sW , (6.7)

teeR1
B1+ = d�B1

�R1+ = 1/cW ;
teeL1
B1− = d�B1

�L1− = 1/2cW ;
teeL1
W1− = 1/2sW ; teW1

νe1− = d�ν�1
W1− = −1/

√
2sW (6.8)

in the MSSM and in the MUED, respectively. All the other
couplings are vanishing in the ECC limit.

6.1 Kinematics

Before presenting the detailed analytic and numerical anal-
ysis of spin and chirality effects on each observable, we first
describe how each kinematic observable can be constructed
for the antler-topology processes. The measurement of the
cross section for P+P− pair production can be carried out
by identifying acoplanar �+�− pairs with respect to the e±

beam axis accompanied by large missing energy carried by
the invisible D0D̄0 pairs.8

For very high energy,
√
s � MP , the flight direction of

the parent particle can be approximated by the flight direc-
tion of the daughter particles �± and the dilution due to the
decay kinematics is small. However, at medium e+e− ener-
gies the dilution increases, and the reconstruction of the P±
flight direction provides more accurate results on the angular
distribution of the P± pairs. If all particle masses are known,
the magnitude of the particle momenta is calculable and the
relative orientation of the momentum vectors of �± and P±
is fixed by the two-body decay kinematics:

M2
P − M2

D = √
sE�±

(
1 − β n̂P± · n̂±

)
= √

s E�± (1 − β cos α±) (6.9)

where the unit vector n̂P± stands for the P± momentum
direction, the unit vectors n̂± for the �± flight directions and
the angles α± for the opening angles between the visible �±
tracks and the parent P± momentum directions in the e+e−
c.m frame. The angles α± can be reconstructed event by event
by measuring the lepton energies in the laboratory frame, i.e.
the e+e− c.m. frame and they define two cones about the
�+- and �−-axes intersecting in two lines – the true P± flight
direction and a false direction. Thus the P± flight direction
can be reconstructed up to a two-fold discrete ambiguity.

In contrast to the production angle, the decay polar angles
θ± in the P± rest frames can be unambiguously determined
event by event independently of the reconstruction of the P±
direction by the relation:

cos θ± = 1

β

(
E�±

E∗
�±

− 1

)
with E∗

�± = M2
P − M2

D
2MP

(6.10)

8 A detailed proof of the two-fold discrete ambiguity in reconstructing
the full kinematics of the antler-topology process production is given
in Appendix D.
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where E∗
�± is the fixed �± energy in theP± rest frame. There-

fore, any decay polar-angle correlations between two leptons
in the correlated process can be reconstructed event by event
by measuring the lepton energies in the laboratory frame.

Another angular variable, which is reconstructible event
by event in the antler-topology processes, is the cosine of
the difference φ = φ+ − φ− of the azimuthal angles of two
leptons with respect to the production plane. Explicitly, it is
related to the opening angle of two visible leptons and two
polar angles α± in the laboratory frame as

cos φ=cos(φ+ − φ−)= n̂+ · n̂− + cos α+ cos α−
sin α+ sin α−

. (6.11)

Note that the cos 2φ distribution also can be measured
unambiguously as cos 2φ = 2 cos2 φ − 1.9 In contrast, the
sign of the sine of the angular difference of two azimuthal
angles is not uniquely determined because of the intrinsic
two-fold discrete ambiguity in the determination of the P±
flight direction, although its magnitude is determined. (For
details, see Appendix D.)

There exist many other types of angular distributions
which provide us with additional information on the spin and
chirality effects. Nevertheless, while postponing the com-
plete analysis based on the full set of energy and angular
distributions, we will study the four kinematic observables
{√s, θ, θ−, cos φ} supplemented with beam polarizations.

6.2 Beam energy dependence and threshold-excitation
pattern

As described through a detailed analytical investigation
before, the excitation curve of the production cross section
near threshold in the ECC scenario exhibits its characteristic
pattern according to the spin of the produced particle P±
and the chiral patterns of the couplings among the on-shell
particles and any intermediate particles exchanged in the s-,
t- and/or u-channel diagrams.10

The production cross section of a spin-0 scalar pair as
in the scenario AL/R of the L- or R-smuon-pair production
and the scenario BL/R of the L- or R-selectron-pair produc-
tion shows a characteristic slow P-wave threshold excita-
tion, i.e. σ ∼ β3, despite the t-channel neutral bino and/or
wino contributions to the selectron-pair production. In con-
trast, the production cross section of a spin-1/2 fermion pair
as in the scenarios CL/R and DL/R for the L- or R-handed
first KK-muon and KK-electron pair production and as in
the scenario EL of a wino-pair production always exhibits

9 Actually, cos(nθ) with any non-zero integer n is a polynomial of
cos φ.
10 Very close to the threshold the excitation curves may be distorted
due to particle widths and Coulomb attraction between two oppo-
sitely charged particles. However, the effects are insubstantial for small
widths, so that they are ignored in the present work.

Table 4 Threshold excitation of the polarization-weighted total cross
sections for the ten MSSM and MUED processes with � = e, μ. β =
(1 − 4M2

P/s)1/2 is the speed of the particle P in the e+e− c.m. frame.
σL/R stands for the polarization-weighted cross section with perfect
left-handed or right-handed electron beam polarization

Spin JP Polarized cross section Threshold
excitation

Model

0 σL/R[e+e− → �̃+
R �̃−

R ] β3 MSSM

σL/R[e+e− → �̃+
L �̃−

L ] β3 MSSM

σL/R[e+e− → �+
R1�

−
R1] β MUED

1/2 σL/R[e+e− → �+
L1�

−
L1] β MUED

σL/R[e+e− → W̃+W̃−] β MSSM

1 σL [e+e− → W+
1 W−

1 ] β MUED

σR[e+e− → W+
1 W−

1 ] β3 MUED

a sharp S-wave threshold excitation, i.e. σ ∼ β, (due to the
unavoidable pure vector coupling of a photon to the e+e−
and F+

p F−
p ). The excitation pattern in the scenario FL for

the first KK-W -boson-pair production is characterized dom-
inantly by the presence of the t-channel contributions, which
should be present for preventing the cross section from devel-
oping a bad high-energy behavior as the s-channel γ and
Z contributions cannot cancel each other at high energies
simultaneously for left- and right-chiral couplings. Note that
the polarized cross section with perfect right-handed electron
polarization does not have the t-channel spin-1/2 νe1 contri-
bution but only the s-channel γ and Z contributions leading
to complete asymptotic cancellation. In this case, the cross
section exhibits a slow P-wave behavior as in the scalar case.
Otherwise, the cross section contains the non-zero t-channel
νe1 contribution with the J0 = 2 amplitude finite at threshold,
so that the cross section rises in a sharp S-wave near thresh-
old. These threshold patterns are summarized in Table 4.

Based on the mass spectrum in Eq. (6.2) and the explicit
form of the couplings listed in Eqs. (6.3)–(6.8), we show in
Fig. 5 the energy dependence of total cross sections, with
the threshold-excitation curves embedded, for spin-0 scalar
bosons indexed with AL/R and BL/R , for spin-1/2 fermions
indexed with CL/R , DL/R , and EL , and for spin-1 vector
bosons indexed with FL . Here, the electron and positron
beams are assumed to be unpolarized, except for Fig. 5d, h. In
contrast to Fig. 5d, the plot in Fig. 5h clearly shows that the
cross section with purely right-handed electron and purely
left-handed positron beams killing the t-channel contribu-
tions while keeping only the s-channel spin-1 vector-boson
contributions exhibits a slow P-wave rise in the excitation
curve. We note in passing that it will be crucial to control
beam polarization to very good precision in extracting out the
right-handed part as the right-handed cross section is more
than one thousand times smaller than the left-handed cross
section.
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Fig. 5 Energy dependence of the total cross sections with the threshold
excitation curves embedded for spin-0 scalar bosons (AL/R and BL/R),
spin-1/2 fermions (CL/R , DL/R , and EL ) and spin-1 vector bosons (FL ).

The electron and positron beams are set to be unpolarized, except for the
frames d, h; the upper (lower) frame is for purely left (right) polarized
electron and purely right (left) polarized positron beams

Let us summarize. The threshold energy scan of the polar-
ized cross sections of the pair-production process e+e− →
P+P− can be very powerful in identifying the spin of the
new charged particlesP±. However, we note that this method
may not be fully powerful enough for encompassing the most
general scenario including the case with simultaneous left-
/right-chiral t- and/or u-channel contributions and the case
with neither of them.

6.3 Polar-angle distribution in the production process

As pointed out before and described in detail in Appendix D,
there exists a two-fold discrete ambiguity in constructing the
production polar angle θ . For very high energy,

√
s � MP ,

the flight direction of the parent particle P± can be approx-
imated by the flight direction of daughter particle �± and
the dilution due to the decay kinematics is small. However,
at medium energies the dilution increases and so the recon-
struction of the P± flight direction provides more accurate
results on the angular distribution of the P± pairs.

Analytically, the angle θft between the false and the true
axis is related to the azimuthal angle φ between two decay
planes and to the boosts γ± = γ (cos θ± + β) of the leptons
�± in the laboratory frame as

cos θft = 1 − 2 sin2 φ

γ 2+ + γ 2− + 2γ+γ− cos φ + sin2 φ
. (6.12)

For high energies the maximum opening angle reduces
effectively to θft ≤ O(1/γ ) and approaches zero asymptoti-
cally when the two axes coincide. Quite generally, as a result
of the Jacobian root singularity in the relation between cos θft

and φ, the false solutions tend to accumulate slightly near the
true axis for all energies [80].

Experimentally, the absolute orientation in space is oper-
ationally obtained by rotating the two P± vectors around
the �±-axes against each other until they are aligned back
to back in opposite directions. The flattened false-axis dis-
tribution can be extracted on the basis of Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. Figure 6 shows the normalized production polar-
angle distributions for the polarization-weighted differential
cross sections, (1/σL/R) dσL/R/d cos θ , of the ten processes
listed in Table 3. The plots in Fig. 6a, b are for the scalar-
pair-production processes, AL/R for smuon pairs and BL/R

for selectron pairs and the plots in Fig. 6c, e–g are for the
five fermion-pair production processes, EL for a wino pair,
CL/R for the first KK-muon pairs and DL/R for the first KK-
electron pairs, respectively, while the two plots in Fig. 6d, h
are for a vector-boson-pair-production process, FL , for the
first KK-W pair.

• From Fig. 6a, b, we find that the cross sections vanish
in the forward and back directions with cos θ = ±1 due
to the overall angular factor proportional to sin2 θ , inde-
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Fig. 6 Production polar-angle distributions for the spin-0 scalar bosons
indexed with AL/R and BL/R , for the spin-1/2 fermions indexed with
CL/R, DL/R , and EL , and for the spin-1 vector bosons indexed with

FL in the MSSM and MUED models. The c.m. energy
√
s is set to be

500 GeV

pendently of the presence of t-channel contributions. If
the t-channel fermion contributions are absent (AL/R) or
killed by beam polarization (BR), the polar-angle distri-
bution is forward and backward symmetric and simply
∼ sin2 θ .

• In contrast, the polar-angle distributions for spin-1/2 par-
ticles exhibit very distinct angular patterns. If the t-
channel contributions are absent, as shown in Fig. 6c, or
killed by right-handed electron and left-handed positron
beam polarizations, as in Fig. 6g, the differential cross
sections having only the s-channel vector-boson contri-
butions with pure vector-type couplings in the three cases
have a typical angular distribution 1 + κ1/2 cos2 θ with
κ1/2 = β2/(2 − β2) = 0 at threshold and 1 at asymp-
totic high energies, leading to the characteristic distri-
bution 1 + cos2 θ , reflecting the equal contributions of
the dominant (λ−, λ+) = (±,∓) amplitudes. Once the
t-channel contributions are included, the angular distri-
bution is severely distorted. Nevertheless, as shown in
Fig. 6c, f, the cross sections are peaked at the forward
direction.

• Figure 6d, h show the angular distributions for spin-1
first KK-W -boson-pair production (FL ). If the t-channel
contribution is absent as in Fig. 6h, the differential cross
section has only s-channel spin-1 vector-boson contribu-
tions with pure vector-type couplings (FL ), so that the
(±∓) amplitudes with J0 = 2 are zero and the (0, 0)

amplitudes become dominant. As a result, the polar-angle
distributions exhibit a characteristic energy-independent
polar-angle distribution ∼1 − κ1 cos2 θ with the energy-
dependent coefficient κ1 = 3/19 at threshold and 1 at
asymptotically high energies, leading to the simple sin2 θ

distribution identical to the spin-0 case. This asymptotic
behavior is a consequence of the so-called Goldstone
boson equivalence theorem [93].

Let us summarize. The characteristic patterns of the polar-
ized ECC polar-angle distributions can be powerful in deter-
mining the spin of P±. Evidently it is crucial to have the
(longitudinal) polarization of electron and positron beams
for the spin determination through the angular distribution.
However, we note that the polar-angle distributions alone
may not be powerful enough for covering the more general
scenarios.

6.4 Single lepton polar-angle distributions in the decays

If the parent particle P± is a spin-0 scalar boson S±
p , there

is no production-decay angular correlation at all, so that the
(normalized) lepton polar-angle distribution is flat, indepen-
dently of any chirality assignments to the couplings for the
production and decay processes as well as of any initial beam
polarizations, i.e.
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dσ S
[
S−
p → �− F̄0

d

]
d cos θd cos θ−

= dσ S

d cos θ
· 1

2
⇒ 1

Csf

dCsf

d cos θ−
= 1

2
.(6.13)

The linear relation in Eq. (6.10) between the polar angle
θ± and the �− energy E�± indicates that the lepton energy
distribution is flat with the energy between Emin = E∗

�±(1 −
β) and Emax = E∗

�±(1 + β) with β =
√

1 − 4M2
P/s.

When the parent particle P± is a spin-1/2 fermion F±
p ,

then we can directly determine the differential or total cross
section for fixed F±

p helicities by measuring the polar angle
distribution of the F±

p decay products. Depending on the
spin of the invisible particle D0 = S0

d , V
0
d , and the chirality

assignments to the FpSd� and FpVd� couplings, the normal-
ized and correlated polar-angle distributions can be expressed
as

dσ F [F−
p → �− S̄0

d ]
d cos θ d cos θ−

= dσ F

d cos θ
· 1

2

[
1 + ξfs PF cos θ−

]

⇒ 1

Cfs

dCfs

d cos θ−

= 1

2

[
1 + ξfs 〈PF 〉 cos θ−

]
, (6.14)

dσ F [F−
p → �−V̄ 0

d ]
d cos θ d cos θ−

= dσ

d cos θ
· 1

2

[
1 + ξfvηfv PF cos θ−

]

⇒ 1

Cfv

dCfv

d cos θ−

= 1

2

[
1 + ξfvηfv 〈PF 〉 cos θ−

]
(6.15)

where two relative chiralities ξfs and ξfv and one dilution
factor ηfv are defined by

ξfs = |d�S
F+|2 − |d�S

F−|2
|d�S

F+|2 + |d�S
F−|2 , (6.16)

ξfv = |d�V
F+|2 − |d�V

F−|2
|d�V

F+|2 + |d�V
F−|2 , (6.17)

ηfv =
M2

Fp
− 2M2

Vd

M2
Fp

+ 2M2
Vd

(6.18)

in terms of the chiral coupling coefficients (which are intro-
duced in Appendix A) and the masses MFp and MVd , and
the differential cross section and the polar-angle dependent
polarization observable are defined by

dσ F

d cos θ
= dσ F (λ− = +)

d cos θ
+ dσ F (λ− = −)

d cos θ
, (6.19)

PF =
[

dσ F (λ− = +)

d cos θ
− dσ F (λ− = −)

d cos θ

]/ dσ F

d cos θ
,

(6.20)

respectively. The average of the polarization observable over
the production angle θ are given by

〈PF 〉 = 1

σ F

∫ 1

−1
PF

dσ F

d cos θ
d cos θ

= (
p++++ + p+−+−

) − (
p−+−+ + p−−−−

)
(6.21)

satisfying the inequality condition |〈PF 〉| ≤ 1 in terms of the
normalized production tensor p defined as an integral over
the production polar and azimuthal angles θ and ϕ as

P
λ−λ+
λ′−λ′+

=
∫

Pλ−λ+
λ′−λ′+

d cos θ dϕ

/∫ ( ∑
κ−,κ+

Pκ−κ+
κ−κ+

)
d cos θ dϕ

(6.22)

with the production tensor P . The production tensor p satis-
fies the normalization condition

∑
λ−,λ+ p

λ−λ+
λ−λ+ = 1.

Any non-trivial �− polar-angle distribution can exist only
when the parent particle F±

p state has a non-zero degree
of longitudinal polarization PF which may be generated
by some parity-violating interactions or by electron (and
positron) beam polarizations. At the same time, the relative
chiralities, ξfs and ξfv, and the polarization dilution factor ηfv

should not be zero.
It is evident from Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) that the single

polar-angle distributions are isotropic as in the scalar case if
the relative chiralities, ξfs and ξfv, are zero, i.e. the couplings
for the decays, F−

p → �− S̄0
d and F−

p → �−V̄ 0
d , are pure

scalar type and pure vector type. In the latter decay mode,
not only the relative chirality but also the dilution factor ηfv

must not be zero, i.e., MFp �= √
2MVd . Furthermore, as men-

tioned before, the P-odd polarization observable 〈PF 〉 needs
to be non-zero in both of the decay modes, for any non-trivial
single decay polar-angle distributions.

Before presenting the single decay polar-angle distribu-
tions at a fixed c.m. energy

√
s = 500 GeV, we investigate

the energy and polarization dependence of the P-odd polar-
ization observable 〈PF 〉 in theCL/R, DL/R and EL scenarios
of spin-1/2 particles.

• First, we note that the polarization observable is iden-
tically zero, independently of beam polarization, in the
CL/R scenario for the production of a first KK-muon
pair μ+

1 μ−
1 , because the coupling of the Z as well as γ

to the first KK-muon pair in the s-channel exchange dia-
gram is of a pure vector type, generating no P-violating
effects, so that the single decay polar-angle distribution
is isotropic as in the spin-0 scalar-pair production. There-
fore, the single decay polar-angle distribution cannot be
exploited for distinguishing the spin-1/2 case of a first
KK-muon pair from the spin-0 case of a smuon pair.

• In contrast, as the production of a first KK-electron
pair occurs through the t-channel spin-1 vector-boson
contributions with pure left-chiral (DL ) or right-chiral
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Fig. 7 Energy dependence of the coefficients 〈PF,V 〉 and 〈QV 〉 for a
first KK-electron (DL/R), for a spin-1/2 charged wino (EL ), and for a
spin-1 charged first KK-W -boson (FL ). The upper (lower) frames are

for left-handed (right-handed) electron and right-handed (left-handed)
positron beams, respectively

(DR) ee1V 0
t couplings with the first KK-vector boson

V 0
t = B1, W 0

1 as well as the s-channel γ and Z -boson
contributions with pure vector couplings with F±

p , the
P-odd polarization observable depends strongly on the
c.m. energy and beam polarizations. As the c.m. energy
increases, the t-channel contributions with maximally P-
violating couplings become dominant rapidly due to the
exchange of spin-1 neutral vector bosons B1 and W 0

1 ,
so that the P-odd observable approaches its maximum
value of unity in magnitude in the DL (DR) scenario
for left-handed (right-handed) electron and right-handed
(left-handed) positron polarizations. In the former and
latter cases (DL and DR), the observable is negative and
positive, respectively. On the other hand, for the oppo-
site combination of beam polarizations the observable is
zero because the t-channel contributions are killed. These
features are clearly demonstrated in Fig. 7a, d.

• In the charged wino case (EL ), the t-channel diagram
is mediated by a spin-0 electron sneutrino ν̃e, killing
the amplitude effectively in the forward direction due

to chirality flipping. As a result, the P-odd observable
decreases in size as the c.m. energy increases. More-
over, as the eν̃eW̃ coupling is purely left-chiral, the P-
odd observable is zero for right-handed electron and left-
handed positron polarizations. These features can be ver-
ified with the plots in Fig. 7b, e.

It is necessary to compare these features of the spin-1/2
F±
p cases to those for the spin-1 V±

p cases.
When the parent particle P± is a spin-1 vector boson V±

p ,
the correlated polar-angle distributions and the normalized
lepton polar-angle distribution are given in terms of the V±

p
helicity-dependent production cross sections by

dσ V [V−
p → �− F̄0

d ]
d cos θ d cos θ−

= dσ V

d cos θ
· 1

2

[
1 + 3

2
ξvf ηvf PV cos θ−

+1

2
(3ηvf − 2)QV

(3 cos2 θ− − 1)

2

]
,

(6.23)
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1

Cvf

dCvf

d cos θ−
= 1

2

[
1 + 3

2
ξvf ηvf 〈PV 〉 cos θ−

+1

2
(3ηvf − 2) 〈QV 〉 (3 cos2 θ− − 1)

2

]

(6.24)

with a relative chirality ξvf and a dilution factor ηvf defined
by

ξvf = |d�V
F+|2 − |d�V

F−|2
|d�V

F+|2 + |d�V
F−|2 , (6.25)

ηvf =
2M2

Vp

2M2
Vp

+ M2
Fd

(6.26)

with its minimum value of ηmin
vf = 2/3 for MVp = MFd ,

where the differential cross section and two polarization
observables PV and QV are defined by

dσ V

d cos θ
= dσ V (λ− = +)

d cos θ
+ dσ V (λ− = −)

d cos θ

+dσ V (λ− = 0)

d cos θ
, (6.27)

PV =
[

dσ V (λ− = +)

d cos θ
− dσ V (λ− = −)

d cos θ

]

/
dσ V

d cos θ
, (6.28)

QV =
[

dσ V (λ− = +)

d cos θ
+ dσ V (λ− = −)

d cos θ

−2
dσ V (λ− = 0)

d cos θ

]
/

dσ V

d cos θ
(6.29)

and the averages of two polarization observables over the
polar-angle distribution are given by

〈PV 〉 = 1

σ

∫ 1

−1
PV

dσ V

d cos θ
d cos θ =

(
p++++ + p+0

+0 + p+−+−
)

−
(
p−+−+ + p−0

−0 + p−−−−
)

, (6.30)

〈QV 〉 = 1

σ

∫ 1

−1
QV

dσ V

d cos θ
d cos θ =

(
p++++ + p+0

+0 + p+−+−
)

+
(
p−+−+ + p−0

−0 + p−−−−
)

−2
(
p0+

0+ + p00
00 + p0−

0−
)

(6.31)

satisfying the inequality conditions |〈PV 〉| ≤ 1 and |〈QV 〉| ≤
2 in terms of the 3 × 3 normalized production tensor matrix
p defined similarly to Eq. (6.22).

Clearly, only if the vector boson V−
p is unpolarized, i.e.

the production cross section for each V−
p is identical with

dσ V (λ− = +) = dσ V (λ− = −) = dσ V (λ− = 0), will the
decay polar-angle distribution be isotropic. Note that, even
if there are no parity-violating effects, i.e. dσ V (λ− = +) =
dσ V (λ− = −), in the production process, there can exist

a non-trivial lepton polar-angle distribution proportional to
3 cos2 θ− − 1, unless the averaged degree of longitudinal
polarization PL(V−

p ) = σ V (λ− = 0)/σ V of the particle
V−
p is identical to 1/3. These properties are demonstrated

by the plots in Fig. 7c, f for the production of a charged
first KK-W -boson pair with s-channel γ, Z exchanges with
pure vector-type couplings and t-channel spin-1/2 first KK-
neutrino exchange with a pure left-chiral coupling. First, as
the right-handed electron and left-handed positron polariza-
tions kill the t-channel contributions, the P-odd observable
〈PV 〉 is vanishing, so that there is no term linear in cos θ−.
Even in this case the P-even polarization observable 〈QV 〉
survives and increases in size as the c.m. energy increases
as shown in Fig. 7f. Second, for the left-handed electron
and right-handed positron polarizations, the P-violating t-
channel contribution survives and both the P-even and the P-
odd observables increase in size as the c.m. energy increases
as shown in Fig. 7c.

Figure 8 shows the normalized single decay polar-angle
distributions for a spin-1/2 negatively charged first KK-muon
μ−

1L/1R (CL/R) and first KK-electron e−
1L/1R (DL/R), for a

spin-1/2 negatively charged wino W̃− (EL ) and for a spin-1
negatively charged first KK-W -boson W−

1 (FL ), pair pro-
duced with its anti-particle in e+e− collisions at a fixed c.m.
energy of 500 GeV.

• As shown in Fig. 8a, e, the distribution for the μ−
1 decay

is flat because the couplings of both γ and Z to the μ+
1 μ−

1
pair are pure vector type, preserving parity (P).

• Similarly the flat distributions appear for the left-handed
(right-handed) KK-electron with right-handed (left-
handed) electron and left-handed (right-handed) positron
polarizations as shown by a (blue) dashed line in Fig. 8b
and a (red) solid line in Fig. 8f, as in both cases the P-
violating t-channel contributions are killed. The same flat
distribution in the W̃ decay occurs for right-handed elec-
tron and left-handed positron beams, killing the t-channel
sneutrino contribution, as shown in Fig. 8g.

• There exist non-trivial decay polar-angle distributions
with a positive slope in the e−

1L/1R decay for left-
handed/right-handed electron and right-handed/left-
handed positron beams as shown by the red solid line
in Fig. 8b and by the blue dashed line in Fig. 8f. This is
due to the fact that both the P-odd polarization observ-
able 〈PF 〉 and the relative chirality factor ξfv is nega-
tive and positive for the e−

1L and e−
1R decay, respectively,

so that the product of two quantities is positive in both
cases. In contrast, in the EL case with left-handed elec-
tron and right-handed positron beams, the P-odd polar-
ization observable is positive but the relative chirality ξfs

is negative, so that the slope determined by the product
of two quantities is negative as shown in Fig. 8c.
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Fig. 8 Normalized single decay polar-angle distributions for a spin-
1/2 charged first KK-muon μ−

1L/1R (CL/R) and first KK-electron e−
1L/1R

(DL/R), for a spin-1/2 charged wino W̃− (EL ) and for a spin-1 charged
first KK-W -boson W−

1 (FL ), pair produced with its anti-particle in

e+e− collisions at a fixed c.m. energy of 500 GeV. The upper (lower)
frames are for left-handed (right-handed) electron and right-handed
(left-handed) positron beams

• Finally, in the FL case for a spin-1 negatively charged
first KK-W -boson W−

1 decay, the lines are clearly curved
instead of being straight, as shown in Fig. 8d, h. In partic-
ular, even though the coupling of γ and Z to a W±

1 pair
is P-conserving, so that the P-odd observable 〈PV 〉 van-
ishes for right-handed electron and left-handed positron
beams, the single decay polar-angle distribution takes a
non-trivial quadratic curve shape due to non-vanishing
P-even polarization observable 〈QV 〉.

Let us summarize. It is necessary to have P-violating
decays for any non-trivial single decay polar-angle distribu-
tion. Moreover, in the spin-1/2 case, the production process
must have P-violating contributions due to the presence of
P-violating interactions which can be greatly enhanced by
initial beam polarizations. In the spin-1 case, in addition to
the P-odd polarization observable, there can exist a P-even
polarization observable leading to non-trivial decay polar-
angle distribution, the shape of which is quadratic in cos θ∓.

6.5 Angular correlations of two charged leptons

As can be checked with Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15), the lepton
polar-angle distribution of the process e−e+ → F−

p F+
p fol-

lowed by the decay F−
p → �−S0

d or �−V 0
d is isotropic if the

integration of the polarization observable PF over the polar
angle θ is vanishing as in the KK-muon-pair production due

to the pure vector coupling of the photon and Z boson to
the KK-muon pair. Therefore, a single lepton angle distribu-
tion cannot be exploited to distinguish the spin-1/2 case from
the spin-0 case. In this situation, we can exploit the angular
correlations of two charged leptons.

6.5.1 Polar-angle correlations

As the spin-1 case can usually be distinguished from the spin-
0 and spin-1/2 cases through the coefficient proportional to
(3 cos2 θ− −1) even when either the P-odd observable 〈PF 〉
or the P-odd relative chirality is vanishing. On the contrary,
in the spin-1/2 case there can exist a non-trivial single lepton
polar-angle distribution only when both the P-odd coeffi-
cients and the P-odd integral are non-vanishing. Otherwise,
the spin-1/2 case cannot be distinguished from the spin-0 case
by the single lepton angular distribution. In this P-invariant
case, we can consider the polar-angle correlation of two final
leptons, which is a P-even quantity. In general, the polar-
angle correlation in the spin-1/2 case can be decomposed
into four parts as

1

CD
dCD

d cos θ−d cos θ+
= 1

4

{
1+ξDηD

[
(cos θ−+cos θ+)�F1

+ (cos θ−−cos θ+)�F2
]

+ ξ2
Dη2

D cos θ− cos θ+ �F3

}
(6.32)
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Fig. 9 Energy dependence of the coefficients �F2 and/or �F3 of the
correlated decay polar-angle distributions for a spin-1/2 charged first
KK-muon (CL/R) and first KK-electron (DL/R) and for a spin-1/2

charged wino (EL ). The lines in the upper (lower) frames are for left-
handed (right-handed) electron and right-handed (left-handed) positron
beams, respectively

with ξD = ξfs, ξfv and ηD = 1, ηfv for the decay modes,
F−
p → �−S0

d , �−V 0
d , respectively. Here, the P-odd coeffi-

cients, �F1,F2, and the P-even coefficient �F3, which are in
general dependent on the e+e− c.m. energy and beam polar-
izations, are given by

�F1 = p++++ − p−−−−, (6.33)

�F2 = p+−+− − p−+−+, (6.34)

�F3 = (
p+−+− + p−+−+

) − (
p++++ + p−−−−

)
. (6.35)

We note in passing that the P-odd quantity 〈PF 〉 appearing
in the single lepton polar-angle θ− distributions is identical
to the sum �F1 +�F2. An identical relation is valid also for
the P-odd quantity 〈PV 〉 in the spin-1 case.

As indicated in the previous subsection, the P-odd quan-
tities �F1,F2 are vanishing11 in the production of a first
KK-muon μ±

1L/1R pair, because the coupling of the spin-1
vector bosons γ, Z to the first KK-muon pair is of a pure

11 The quantity �F1 vanishes in the absence of any absorptive parts as
a consequence of CPT invariance.

vector type. However, the coefficient �F3 defining the P-
conserving decay polar-angle correlation in Eq. (6.32) is P-
even, so that this quantity does not have to be vanishing even
in the P-conserving case. As shown numerically by the (red)
solid lines in Fig. 9a, d, the P-even coefficient �F3 increases
in size as the c.m. energy increases. As a consequence, it is
evident that the spin-1/2 μ±

1 case can be distinguished from
the spin-0 μ̃±

L/R case through the non-trivial polar-angle cor-
relation, which can be significant for pure right-chiral or left-
chiral decays with ξfv = ±1 and a sizable dilution factor ηfv.
We note in passing that the P-even coefficients in the other
spin-1/2 cases (DL/R and EL ) in Fig. 9b, c, e, f are also
increasing in size with the c.m. energy and already sizable at
the c.m. energy of 500 GeV.

6.5.2 Azimuthal-angle correlations

In this subsection, we study the fully correlated azimuthal-
angle distributions in the production of a P+P− pair in
e+e− collisions and both of their sequential two-body decays
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P− → �−D̄0 and P+ → �+D0. The azimuthal-angle dif-
ference φ = φ− − φ+ under consideration is the angle
between the two decay planes, which is invariant under any
Lorentz boost along the P± flight direction. These distri-
butions develop through quantum interference between the
different helicity states in a coherent sum, indicating that
the effect is diluted as the e+e− c.m. energy increases. By
extracting this angular dependence, we can determine which
helicity states contribute to the sum, and thus we can extract
useful information on the spin of the pair-produced particles
in a model-independent way [82].

The general form of the azimuthal-angle correlation for
the production and decays of a spin J particle pair is

1

C
dC
dφ

= 1

2π
[1+A1 cos(φ) + · · · + A2J cos(2Jφ)] . (6.36)

We emphasize that the expression is still valid even in a
CP-noninvariant theory as all the sine terms are washed out
by taking the average over two possible production azimuthal
angles, which is unavoidable due to a two-fold ambiguity in
reconstructing theP± momentum directions as shown in Eq.
(D.18) in Appendix D. Each coefficient Ai (i = 1–2J ) can
be worked out from the standard rules of constructing matrix
elements, as explicitly described below for the spin-1/2 and
spin-1 cases.

Evidently, the correlated azimuthal-angle distribution
for a spin-0 scalar-pair production process is flat due to
the absence of any production-decay spin correlations. In
contrast, the azimuthal-angle distribution for the spin-1/2
fermion-pair-production process is given by

1

CD
dCD
dφ

= 1

2π

[
1 − ξ2

Dη2
D �F cos φ

]
(6.37)

in terms of a C-even and P-even quantity �F defined as

�F = π2

16
Re(p++−− + p−−++) (6.38)

with ξD = ξfs, ξfv and ηD = 1, ηfv for D0 = S0
d and V 0

d ,
respectively, and the super/sub-scripts ± for the helicities
±1/2 of the spin-1/2 fermion F±

p . On the other hand, the
correlated azimuthal-angle distribution for a spin-1 vector
boson pair V+

p V−
p consists of three parts as

1

Cvf

dCvf

dφ
= 1

2π

[
1 − ξ2

vfη
2
vf �V 1 cos φ

+(3ηvf − 2)2 �V 2 cos(2φ)
]

(6.39)

in terms of two C-even and P-even quantities �V 1 and �V 2

defined as12

12 As the coefficients �F and �V 1,V 2 are C-even, no identification of
the electric charges of two leptons is required for reconstructing the
azimuthal-angle correlations.

�V 1 = 9π2

64
Re(p++

00 + p00−− + p+0
0− + p0+

−0), (6.40)

�V 2 = 1

4
Re(p++−− + p−−++) (6.41)

where the super-/sub-scripts ±, 0 stand for the helicities,
±1, 0 of the spin-1 vector bosons P±. We note that the two-
body decays do not suppress the cos φ terms, while the high-
est cos(2φ) mode may be suppressed if the polarization ana-
lyzing power ηvf is 2/3, satisfied only when the parent and
daughter particles, V±

p and F0
d , are nearly degenerate.

Conceptually, any azimuthal-angle correlation, which is a
pure quantum-mechanical effect, requires non-trivial inter-
ference among helicity amplitudes with different helicity
assignments as indicated by Eqs. (6.38), (6.40) and (6.41)
and so they tend to diminish as the c.m. energy increases, as
demonstrated numerically in Fig. 10.

• Numerically, the quantity �F takes a value roughly
between 0.1 and 0.2 at

√
s = 500 GeV and sensitive

to initial beam polarization for the processes with chiral
t-channel contributions (DL/R and EL ) as shown in Fig.
10b, c, f, g, while it is independent of beam polarization in
the production for a charged first KK-muon pair μ±

1L/1R
(CL/R) with no t-channel contributions as shown in Fig.
10a, d.

• One noteworthy aspect in the spin-1 case (FL ) is that
the quantity �V 2 is too small (less than 2 %) in magni-
tude to distinguish the spin-1 W±

1 state from the spin-1/2
states, μ±

1 , e±
1 or W̃± as shown in Fig. 10d, h. This strong

suppression in the spin-1 W±
1 case is due to the cancella-

tion of the corresponding production helicity amplitudes
(∼M2

W±
1
/E2

cm) that is forced by the relations satisfied for

saving the tree-level unitarity.
• On the other hand, the coefficient �V 1 in the cos φ term is

sufficiently large, so that this correlation can be exploited
for distinguishing the spin-1 case at least from the spin-0
case as indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 10d, h.

Let us summarize. The fully correlated azimuthal-angle
correlations encoding quantum interference between differ-
ent helicity final states can provide a supplementary but not
complete method for spin measurements.

Based on the mass spectrum (6.2) leading to the dilution
factor ηfv = 1/3 [obtained by substituting these masses into
Eq. (6.16)] while ηfs = 1, we show in Fig. 11 the fully cor-
related azimuthal-angle distributions for a spin-1/2 charged
first KK-muon and electron (CL/R and DL/R), for a spin-1/2
charged wino (EL ) and for a spin-1 charged first KK-W -
boson (FL ). The plots in the upper (lower) frames are for
left-handed (right-handed) electron and right-handed (left-
handed) positron beams, respectively.
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Fig. 10 Energy dependence of the coefficients �F and �V 1,V 2
for correlated decay azimuthal-angle distributions for a spin-1/2
charged first KK-muon pair μ±
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Fig. 11 Correlated azimuthal-angle distributions for a spin-1/2
charged first KK-muon and KK-electron (CL/R and DL/R), for a spin-
1/2 charged wino (EL ) and for a spin-1 charged first KK-W (FL ). The

upper (lower) frames are for left-handed (right-handed) electron and
right-handed (left-handed) positron beams
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• In the first KK-muon and electron cases (CL/R and
DL/R), the azimuthal-angle correlations are too small to
be distinguished from the flat distribution in the spin-0
case as shown in Fig. 11a, b, e, f. This tiny correlation
is owing to the fact that we have a small coefficient �F

but also a small dilution factor η2
fv = 1/9, which can

be much larger for a small mass ratio of the parent and
daughter particles.

• In contrast the spin-1/2 charged wino case (EL ) shows a
rather distinct azimuthal-angle correlation as the dilution
factor ηfs = 1 independently of particle masses, as shown
in Fig. 11c, g.

• In the spin-1 case the dilution factor is ηvf = 8/9
and the coefficient �V 1 in the cos φ term is between
0.4 and 0.6 in magnitude while the coefficient �V 2 is
extremely tiny. As a consequence, the azimuthal-angle
correlation exhibits a distinct distribution proportional to
1 + α1 cos φ + α2 cos 2φ with α1 ∼ 0.25 and α2 ∼ 0, as
shown in Fig. 11d, h.

Let us summarize. We have shown for the mass spectrum
(6.2) that the spin-1/2 KK-muons and electrons cannot be
so easily distinguished from the spin-0 smuons and selec-
trons through the azimuthal-angle correlation. In contrast,
the spin-1/2 charged wino case and the spin-1 KK-W -boson
case can be distinguished from the spin-0 cases. However,
it turned out to be difficult to establish the spin-1 nature of
the KK-W -boson due to the strong suppression of the cos 2φ

mode, requiring other methods such as the decay polar-angle
distributions.

6.6 Effects of ISR, beamstrahlung, particle widths, and
kinematic cuts

In this subsection for a more realistic investigation we study
the impact on the various kinematic observables by initial-
state radiation (ISR) [97], beamstrahlung [98], and finite
width of the particle P± as well as typical kinematic cuts in
an e+e− collider environment. We use FeynRules [99–101]
to implement all the vertices and propagators into the format
of CalcHEP [102]. Then we perform extensive simulations
for the spin and chirality assignments listed in Table 3.

The kinematic cuts taken in the present numerical analysis
are

| cos θ�| < 0.9962 and E� > 10 GeV (6.42)

to ensure detection, where θ� and E� are the polar angle and
the energy of the lepton in the laboratory frame, and

� pT > 10 GeV (6.43)

to remove the background from e+e− → e+e−�+�− where
the final e+e− pair is missed. The P total width P is cal-

Table 5 Key parameters of the initial beams at the ILC used in our
numerical analysis. Here N is the number of particles per bunch, σx,y
are the RMS beam sizes at the interaction point, and σz is the RMS
bunch length

Collider Ecm (
√
s)

(GeV)
N (1010) σx (nm) σy (nm) σz (µm)

ILC 500 2 640 5.7 300

culated to be the sum of the partial widths of the two decays
P− → �−D̄0 with � = e and/or μ, for a simple analysis of
the impact of the width. ISR and beamstrahlung effects at
ILC are calculated with CalcHEP using parameters in Table
5 [103].

Rather than listing all the scenarios studied in the previ-
ous subsections, we present our simulation results for only
a few typical scenarios selected for each observable. Figure
12 shows the excitation curve of the production of a spin-0
charged R-selectron pair ẽ±

R (BR), a spin-1/2 charged R-type
first KK-electron pair ẽ±

R (DR), a spin-1/2 charged wino pair
W̃± (EL ) or a spin-1 charged first KK-W -boson pair W±

1
(FL ) close to threshold after the ISR, beamstrahlung, and
width effects as well as the kinematic cuts in Eqs. (6.42)
and (6.43) are included. The statistical errors correspond to
L = 10 fb−1 per point. Except for Fig. 12c, f, the initial
electron and positron beams are taken to be unpolarized. The
plot of the upper (lower) right frame is for left-handed (right-
handed) electron and right-handed (left-handed) positron
beams.

• The production cross section can take a finite value even
below threshold as the particle can be produced virtually
with a mass smaller than its on-shell mass due to its non-
zero width, as indicated by the tail extended toward the
lower energy region in each frame. Adjusting the width
effect, it is evident that for unpolarized beams the spin-0
scalar production process (BR) exhibits a slow P-wave
excitation shown in Fig. 12a while the spin-1/2 fermion
production processes (DR and EL ) and the spin-1 vector-
boson production process (FL ) show a sharp S-wave exci-
tation, as in Fig. 12b–e.

• In the spin-1 case, if the t-channel contribution is killed by
complete right-handed electron and left-handed positron
polarizations, the cross section rises in slow P waves near
threshold in Fig. 12f. Nevertheless, the number of events
is very small, so that it is expected to be quite difficult to
confirm this P-wave pattern quantitatively.

• The threshold behavior is not affected so much by ISR
and beamstrahlung effects.

To recapitulate. The spin-0 case can be clearly distin-
guished from the spin-1/2 and spin-1 cases in the specific
scenarios through the threshold scan method, although a new
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Fig. 12 Excitation curve of the cross section close to threshold for
the production of a spin-0 charged R-selectron pair ẽ±

R (BR), a spin-1/2
charged R-type first KK-electron pair ẽ±

R (DR), a spin-1/2 charged wino
pair W̃± (EL ) or a spin-1 charged first KK-W pair W±

1 (FL ) close to
threshold including ISR, beamstrahlung, and width effects as well as the

kinematic cuts in Eqs. (6.42) and (6.43); the statistical errors correspond
to L = 10 fb−1 per point. The initial beams are set to be unpolarized
in the frames a, b, d, e, while the electron (positron) beams are purely
left-handed (right-handed) and purely right-handed (left-handed) in the
frames c and f

method is required for distinguishing the spin-1 case from the
spin-1/2 cases and even from the spin-0 case in the general
case, as emphasized before.

As shown before, there exists a two-fold discrete ambigu-
ity in determining the P± momentum in the antler-topology
event. Therefore, we show in Fig. 13 the polar-angle distri-
butions with the contribution of false solution included for
the production of a spin-0 charged R-type smuon/selectron
pair ẽ±

R/ẽ±
R (AR/BR), a spin-1/2 charged R-type first KK-

muon/KK-electron pair μ±
1 /e±

1 (CR/DR), a spin-1/2 charged
wino pair W̃± (EL ) or a spin-1 charged first KKW -boson pair
W±

1 (FL ), including ISR, beamstrahlung, and width effects as
well as the kinematic cuts in Eqs. (6.42) and (6.43). Except
for Fig. 13d, h, the initial electron and positron beams are
assumed to be unpolarized. The plot of the upper (lower)
right-most frame is for left-handed (right-handed) electron
and right-handed (left-handed) positron beams. For the sim-

ulation we simply take a fixed number of events Nev = 104

at the c.m. energy of 500 GeV.

• The sin2 θ law for the production of spin-0 particles (for
R-type smuons (AR) and R-type selectrons (BR) close
to threshold) is a unique signal for the spin-0 character.
This feature can be confirmed in Fig. 13a, b after the
false distribution following the true distribution with a
little dilution are extracted out from the sum of the true
and false solutions.

• However, the polar-angle distributions in the spin-1/2 and
spin-1 cases have so much more involved patterns that it is
not straightforward to distinguish the spin-1 case from the
spin-1/2 case, unless beam polarizations are exploited.

• In the spin-1 case (FL ) the polar-angle distribution is
quite different for each combination of the electron and
positron longitudinal polarizations as shown in Fig. 13d,
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Fig. 13 The polar-angle distributions with the contribution of false
solution for the production of a spin-0 charged R-type smuon/selectron
pair ẽ±

R /ẽ±
R (AR/BR), a spin-1/2 charged R-type first KK-muon/KK-

electron pair μ±
1 /e±

1 (CR/DR), a spin-1/2 charged wino pair W̃± (EL )
or a spin-1 charged first KK-W pair W±

1 (FL ), including ISR, beam-
strahlung, and width effects. Except for the frames d, e, the initial elec-

tron and positron beams are set to be unpolarized. The frames d, h are
for left-handed (right-handed) and right-handed (left-handed) electron
(positron) beams, respectively. The simulation for the polar-angle dis-
tribution is based on a fixed number of events Nev = 104 at the c.m.
energy of 500 GeV

h. In particular, the true polar-angle distribution in Fig.
13h with right-handed electron and left-handed positron
polarizations is characteristically different from that for
the spin-1/2 first KK-muon case (CR) shown in Fig. 13e.

We note that the curve of the false solution is sensitively
related not only to the curve of the true solution but also to
the chiral structure of the decay processes as clearly shown
by the shaded area in Fig. 13h. This is because the direction
of the false solution depends not only on the direction of
the true solution but also on the flight directions of the two
leptons, whose distributions are strongly chirality-dependent.
Numerically we have confirmed that the curve with a negative
slope is due to the pure left-chiral eW1ν1 coupling involved
in the decay W−

1 → �−ν̄�. As in the excitation curves, the
polar-angle distributions turn out to be not much distorted by
the ISR and beamstrahlung effects.

Then, let us consider the single decay polar-angle dis-
tributions in the combined process of the P±-pair produc-
tion followed by the decay of a negatively charged particle
P− → �−D̄0 and the decay azimuthal-angle correlations in
the antler-topology process in the four scenarios, BR for a
spin-0 charged R-type selectron pair ẽ±

R , DR for a spin-1/2
charged R-type first KK-electron pair e±

1R , EL for a spin-1/2

chargino wino pair W̃± and FL for a spin-1 first KK-W -
boson pair W±

1 . The initial electron and positron beams are
taken to be unpolarized.

The upper frames of Fig. 14 show the single decay polar-
angle distributions after including the ISR, beamstrahlung,
and width effects as well as the kinematic cuts in Eqs.
(6.42) and (6.43) in the four different scenarios (BR , DR ,
EL and FL ). For the hypothetical case that no QED radia-
tion degrades the nominal production energy, since the ratios
of the right-handed cross section with (PL− , PL+ ) = (1,−1)

over the left-handed one with (PL− , PL+ ) = (−1,+1) for sce-
nario BR , DR , EL , and FL are 27.4, 99.8, 4.51 × 10−4, and
2.89×10−4, respectively, the distribution should be flat in the
scenario BR , linear with a positive slope in the scenario DR ,
linear with a negative slope in the scenario EL and quadratic
in a downward curved shape in the scenario FL for unpolar-
ized beams, as worked out from the plots in Fig. 8. However,
in the more realistic situation that ISR and beamstrahlung
decrease the P+P− production energy, the angular distri-
bution is no longer linear in the spin-0 and spin-1/2 cases
and no longer curved downward in the spin-1 case, as shown
in the upper frames of Fig. 14. Considerable depletions are
observed at cos θ− → ±1 when the constraint on EP± tends
to be most largely invalidated. However, we note that, since
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Fig. 14 The upper frames are for the single decay polar-angle distribu-
tion for the combination of the production of a charged pair P−P− and
the sequential decay of the negatively charged particle P− → �−D̄0

and the lower frames are for the full azimuthal-angle correlations in the
antler-topology process. For these distributions, we consider the pro-
duction of a spin-0 charged R-type selectron pair ẽ±

R (BR), a spin-1/2
charged R-type first KK-electron pair e±

1R (DR), a spin-1/2 charged wino

pair W̃± (EL ) or a spin-1 charged first KK-W pair W±
1 (FL ), including

ISR, beamstrahlung, and width effects as well as the kinematic cuts
in Eqs. (6.42) and (6.43). The initial electron and positron beams are
assumed to be unpolarized. The simulation for each of the decay polar-
angle distributions and azimuthal-angle correlations is based on a fixed
number of events Nev = 104 at the c.m. energy of

√
s = 500 GeV

both the ISR spectrum [97] and the beamstrahlung spectrum
[98] can be calculated theoretically and measured precisely,
the ISR and beamstrahlung effects can be unfolded from the
data, for instance, by applying a bin-by-bin correction or a
matrix inversion procedure, although we will not perform the
unfolding procedure in the present, rather simple numerical
analysis.

The lower frames of Fig. 14 show the full azimuthal-angle
correlations in the same set of four scenarios as in the single
decay polar-angle distributions. First, it turns out that the
ISR, beamstrahlung, and width as well as the kinematic cuts
do not spoil the azimuthal-angle correlation patterns. The
distribution is indeed flat in the angle φ in the scenario BR

for a spin-0 selectron pair and nearly flat in the scenario
DR as expected from Fig. 14e, f. The curves in the spin-1/2
charged wino case (EL ) and the spin-1 first KK-W -boson
case (FL ) are consistent with the simple cos φ distribution,
as shown in Fig. 14g, h. (We fold the range of the angle
φ into [0, π ] with respect to the line with φ = π for the
numerical simulation, as φ is calculated from cos φ which
can be determined unambiguously.) We note once more that
the coefficient of the cos 2φ mode is strongly suppressed due
to the relations for restoring tree-level unitarity.

6.7 Influence from ECV interactions

Every numerical analysis performed so far is based on the
assumption that electron chirality is preserved (to very good
approximation). Although the approximation is valid in the
SM with its EW gauge symmetry spontaneously breaking
through the BEH mechanism, it may be invalid in the mod-
els with additional scalar bosons and with mass generation by
different mechanisms. Evidently the ECV terms are already
constrained by various low-energy physical quantities. How-
ever, the complete analysis of those constraints is very much
involved and beyond the scope of the present work. There-
fore, before closing this lengthy section, we comment briefly
on the possible influence of the ECV terms on the spin deter-
mination rather qualitatively, if they are not so strongly sup-
pressed.

As the analytic expressions of production and two-body
helicity amplitudes listed in Sects. 3 and 4 indicate, the ECV
effects in the production process e+e− → P+P− are gen-
erated when a spin-0 scalar S0

s couples both to the e+e− pair
and also when the P+P− pair and/or the t/u-channel tri-
linear vertices involving an electron are non-chiral, i.e. have
both left-handed and right-handed couplings while the ECV
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effects in the decay processes are generated by non-chiral
decay trilinear P�D vertices.

In the ECV case, the electron and positron helicities are
identical, σ− = σ+ and they form a J0 = 0 initial two-
body state. Therefore, the production polar-angle distribution
is isotropic at threshold and the threshold excitation is in a
sharp S wave except when a spin-1/2 F+

p F−
p pair is produced

only through an s-channel pseudoscalar exchange (sFF
S+ =

−sFF
S− ). As a result, the characteristic patterns of threshold-

excitation and polar-angle distribution in the ECC case can
be spoiled in the presence of the ECV contributions.

If the decay vertices are non-chiral, the relative chirality
is not maximal in magnitude any more, i.e. |ξ | < 1, reducing
the production-decay correlation even for the spin-1/2 and
spin-1 cases. In the extreme situation with zero relative chi-
rality, there exist no non-trivial decay angular distributions
for determining whether the spin of the parent particle P is 0
or 1/2. In contrast to the spin-1/2 case, there exists a decay-
angle distribution independent of the relative chirality in the
spin-1 case. Even though the effectiveness of this distribu-
tion is reduced by a dilution factor, the spin-1 case can be
distinguished from the spin-0 and spin-1/2 cases through the
chirality-independent decay-angle correlations [84].

7 Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we have made a systematic study of kine-
matic observables connected with the antler-topology pro-
cess e+e− → P+P− → �+�−D0D̄0 which could serve
as model-independent tests for determining the spins of the
charged particles P± and the invisible neutral particles D0

and D̄0 as well as the intermediate virtual particles partici-
pating in the production process.

It is evident from our analysis that the model-independent
determination of the spin quantum numbers of new parti-
cles is a complex task even at e+e− colliders with clean and
fixed initial-state environments and beam polarizations. The
degree of complexity depend crucially on the chiral structures
as well as kinematic features of the particles. Not only thresh-
old excitation and angular distributions controlled through
initial beam polarizations in pair production but also angular
correlations in particle decays provide powerful methods for
experimental spin measurements.

The predictions for the threshold-excitation and the polar-
angle distributions in the production processes, separated into
the ECC and ECV parts when the electron is assumed to be
massless, are summarized in Table 6.

In any theory with conserved chiral symmetry guarantee-
ing the electron mass to be zero before EWSB such as MSSM
and MUED, the ECV parts are connected with the extremely
tiny electron mass, so that their contributions are negligible
for high-energy processes. In this ECC case, as shown in the

chirality-conserving part of Table 6, the sin2 θ law for the
production of a spin-0 scalar pair (close to threshold) is a
unique signal of the spin-0 character. While the observation
of the sin2 θ polar-angle distribution is sufficient for scalar
particles, the P-wave β3 onset of the excitation curve is nec-
essary but not a sufficient condition for the spin-0 character.
Nevertheless, we have found that combining the two dis-
tributions and using initial beam polarizations to separately
diagnose four e+e− helicity combinations enable us not only
to determine the P spin unambiguously but also to get cru-
cial information on the spins of intermediate particles and
the chiral structure of the couplings in the ECC case.

If there exist any non-negligible ECV contributions, then
the patterns of both threshold-excitation and production-
angle distribution may be qualitatively different from those
in the ECC case, as shown in the chirality violating part of
Table 6. However, one can always use Eqs. (3.9) and (3.11) to
extract the ECC part of pair production, as there exists at least
a contribution from an s-channel photon, to get spin infor-
mation from the threshold-excitation and production-angle
distribution of the ECC part.

Combining the production and decay processes in the
antler-topology process, it is possible to construct several
correlated observables for a spin-1/2 or spin-1 particle pair
P±. Evidently there is no production-decay correlation for
a spin-0 P , which is a characteristic feature for the spin-0
case. The sensitivities to the P spin depend strongly on the
chiral structure reflected in the production and decay helicity
amplitudes and the degrees of initial and final beam polar-
izations. If the couplings for the decays are pure chiral and
the high degree of beam polarizations are available, then the
decay polar-angle distributions are very powerful for deter-
mining the P spin as the relative chiralities serving as the
polarization analysis powers are maximal. The azimuthal-
angle distribution for the difference φ between the azimuthal
angles of two decay planes also provides a supplementary
method for determining the P spin, although this quantum-
interference effect diminishes as the c.m. energy increases.

If the decay vertices are not pure chiral, the sensitivities of
the kinematic observables to the particle spins are reduced.
In the extreme cases of P-conserving pure vector or axial
vector couplings, we do not have any production-decay cor-
relations in the spin-1/2 case. Even in this case, there exists a
non-trivial P-even observable in the cos 2φ mode in the spin-
1 case. However, we have found that the coefficient deter-
mined by the production process e+e− → V+

p V−
p is strongly

suppressed when the specific relations among couplings are
satisfied for saving tree-level unitarity at high energies. As a
result, it may be very difficult in those extreme cases to deter-
mine the spins of the particle involved in the antler-topology
process.

Let us conclude. It is a very complex task to determine the
spins of new particles in a model-independent way in a gen-
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Table 6 The threshold behavior and the polar-angle distribution of
the ECC and ECV parts of the production process e+e− → P+P−,
with [S/P] standing for pure scalar-type or pseudoscalar-type couplings,

respectively. Here, the energy-dependent coefficients, κ1/2 and κ1, take
0 and 3/19 at threshold and they approach 1 asymptotically at high
energies, respectively

e+e− chiralities Spin JP t or u contributions Threshold excitation Production polar-
angle distribution

Chirality conserving 0 N β3 sin2 θ

Y β3 sin2 θ at threshold

1/2 N β 1 + κ1/2 cos2 θ

Y β isotropic at threshold

1 N β3 1 − κ1 cos2 θ

Y β Isotropic at threshold

Chirality violating 0 N β Isotropic

Y β Isotropic at threshold

1/2 N β3/β [ S/P ] Isotropic

Y β Isotropic at threshold

1 N β Isotropic

Y β Isotropic at threshold

eral theory beyond the SM. Nevertheless, we have found that,
if electron-chirality invariance is valid to a very good approx-
imation, the spin of the new particles taking part in the antler-
topology process can be determined in a model-independent
way through various energy- and angle-dependent observ-
ables at e+e− colliders with polarized beams. Any non-chiral
contributions, which are expected to be insignificant as in
many popular models beyond the SM, render the model-
independent spin determination more difficult. However, we
can still use beam polarizations to extract the chirality-
conserving pieces to get useful information on the spins of
new particles based on various approaches described in the
present work. After all, a high-energy e+e− collider with
polarized beams is a powerful machine for diagnosing not
only the spin but also the chirality structure of new particles,
if they are kinematically available.
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Appendix A: Feynman rules for interaction vertices

The initial e+e−S0
s and final S0

s P+P− currents for the s-
channel S0

s exchange diagram contributing to the process

e+e− → P+P− with S0
s = S0

s or V 0
s and P− = S−

p , F−
p or

V−
p can be parameterized in the following generic form:

J S
ee ≡ 〈S0

s ‖e−(p−)e+(p+)〉 = e v̄(p+)

[sSee+P+ + sSee−P−] u(p−), (A.1)

J Vμ
ee ≡ 〈V 0

s ‖e−(p−)e+(p+)〉μ = e v̄(p+) [γ μ

(sVee+P+ + sVee−P−)] u(p−), (A.2)

J SS
S ≡ 〈S−

p (q−)S+
p (q+)‖S0

s 〉 = 2eMSp s
SS
S , (A.3)

J SS
Vμ ≡ 〈S−

p (q−)S+
p (q+)‖V 0

s 〉μ = e sSSV (q− − q+)μ, (A.4)

J FF
S ≡ 〈F−

p (q−)F+
p (q+)‖S0

s 〉 = e ū(q−)

[sFF
S+ P+ + sFF

S− P−] v(q+), (A.5)

J FF
Vμ ≡ 〈F−

p (q−)F+
p (q+)‖V 0

s 〉μ = e ū(q−)

[γ μ(sFF
V+P+ + sFF

V−P−)] v(q+), (A.6)

J VV
S ≡ 〈V−

p (q−)V+
p (q+)‖S0

s 〉
= 2eMVp s

V V
S ε∗−(q−) · ε∗+(q+), (A.7)

J VV
Vμ ≡ 〈V−

p (q−)V+
p (q+)‖V 0

s 〉μ = −e sV V
V[

(q− − q+)με∗−(q−) · ε∗+(q+)

+2q+ · ε∗−(q−)ε
∗μ
+ (q+)

−2q− · ε∗+(q+)ε
∗μ
− (q−)

]
(A.8)

with the chiral projection operators P± = 1
2 (1 ± γ5). In

the last expression for the triple-vector vertex, the on-shell
conditions q− · ε∗−(q−) = q+ · ε∗+(q+) = 0 are imposed.

The ePT interaction vertices T eP
T for the t-channel

neutral T 0-exchange diagrams in the production process
e+e− → P+P− with P± = S±

p , F±
p or V±

p and T 0 =
S0
t , F

0
t , V 0

t can be parameterized as follows:

T eS
F ≡ 〈S−

p |F0
t |e−〉 = e (teSF+ P+ + teSF− P−), (A.9)
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T eF
S ≡ 〈F−

p |S0
t |e−〉 = e (teFS+ P+ + teFS− P−), (A.10)

T eF
Vμ ≡ 〈F−

p |V 0
t |e−〉μ = e γμ (teFV+ P+ + teFV− P−), (A.11)

T eV
Fμ ≡ 〈V−

p |F0
t |e−〉μ = e γμ (teVF+ P+ + teVF− P−) (A.12)

and the ePU interaction verticesUeP
U for the u-channel dou-

bly charged U−−-exchange diagrams can be parameterized
as follows:

UeS
F ≡ 〈S+

p |F−−
u |e−〉 = e (ueSF+ P+ + ueSF− P−), (A.13)

UeF
S ≡ 〈F+

p |S−−
t |e−〉 = e (ueFS+ P+ + ueFS− P−), (A.14)

UeF
Vμ ≡ 〈F+

p |V−−
t |e−〉μ = e γμ (ueFV+ P+ + ueFV− P−),

(A.15)

UeV
Fμ ≡ 〈V+

p |F−−
t |e−〉μ = e γμ (ueVF+ P+ + ueVF− P−).

(A.16)

We note that in the present work, negatively charged (pos-
itively charged) states are treated as particles (anti-particles),
respectively.

The amplitudes for the two-body decay P−(q−) →
�−(p1)D̄0(p2) and its charge-conjugated process withP− =
S−
p , F−

p or V−
p and D̄0 = S̄0

d , F̄
0
d or V̄ 0

d can be parameterized
in general as follows:

D�F
S ≡ 〈�− F̄0

d ‖S−
p 〉

= e ū(p1)[d�F
S+P+ + d�F

S−P−] v(p2), (A.17)

D�S
F ≡ 〈�− S̄0

d‖F−
p 〉

= e ū(p1)[d�S
F+P+ + d�S

F−P−] u(q−), (A.18)

D�V
F ≡ 〈�−V̄ 0

d ‖F−
p 〉

= e εμ∗(p2)ū(p1)γμ [d�V
F+P+ + d�V

F−P−] u(q−),

(A.19)

D�F
V ≡ 〈�− F̄0

d ‖V−
p 〉

= e ū(p1)γμ [d�F
V+P++d�F

V−P−] v(p2) ε
μ
−(q−) (A.20)

where �− stands for e− or μ−, which are treated as mass-
less particles in in our phenomenological spin and chirality
analysis at high-energy e+e− colliders.

Appendix B: Explicit form of the d functions

The explicit form of the Wigner d-functions, d J0
�σ,�λ with

J0 = max(|�σ |, |�λ|), needed in the present work, is repro-
duced below [91].

The single d function with J0 = 0 is constant with
d0

0,0 = 1. The d functions with J0 = 1 appearing both in
the production and in the decay processes are given by

d1
1,1 = d1−1,−1 = 1

2
(1 + cos θ),

d1
1,−1 = d1−1,1 = 1

2
(1 − cos θ),

d1
1,0 = −d1−1,0 = −

√
1

2
sin θ,

d1
0,1 = −d1

0,−1 =
√

1

2
sin θ,

d1
0,0 = cos θ; (B.1)

and those with J0 = 2 appearing in the amplitudes for the
production of a vector-boson pair due to t-channel fermion
exchange in e+e− collisions read

d2
1,2 = −d2−1,−2 = 1

2
(1 + cos θ) sin θ,

d2
1,−2 = −d2−1,2 = −1

2
(1 − cos θ) sin θ. (B.2)

The d functions with J0 = 1/2 appear only in the decay
processes and they are given by

d1/2
1/2,1/2 = d1/2

−1/2,−1/2 = cos
θ

2
,

d1/2
1/2,−1/2 = −d1/2

−1/2,1/2 = − sin
θ

2
. (B.3)

We note that the convention of Rose is adopted for the d
function.

Appendix C: Arbitrary polarized beams

The expression for the matrix element-squared for arbitrary
polarized beams is obtained as follows [86,87]. We denote
the transverse polarization directions ŝ± of the e± beams by

ŝ± = (cos ϕ±, sin ϕ±, 0) (C.1)

where the azimuthal angles in the x–y plane are measured
from the x-axis defined by the outgoing P− transverse
momentum in the production process e+e− → P+P−. We
can then express the e± spin vectors as

sμ
± = PT± (0, ŝ±) + PL± (| �p±|, E± p̂±)/me. (C.2)

The beam polarizations are limited by 0 ≤ PT± ≤√
1 − (PL± )2 with −1 ≤ PL± ≤ 1. Purely left-handed e±

beams give PL± = −1 and purely right-handed e± beams
give PL± = +1. While natural transverse polarization of the
e+e− circular storage ring colliders gives ϕ+ = ϕ−+π , arbi-
trary polarized beams are expected to be available at e+e−
linear colliders.

We can now obtain the matrix element-squared for the
production process e+e− → P+P− combined with the sub-
sequential P± decays with arbitrary polarized e+e− beams
summed over the P± polarizations and final-state polariza-
tions, by choosing the transverse spin directions as

ϕ− = −ϕ and ϕ+ = −ϕ + δ (C.3)
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where ϕ is the azimuthal angle of the P− as measured
from the electron transverse momentum direction, and δ

is the relative opening angle of the electron and positron
transverse polarizations. Introducing the abbreviated nota-
tion T (σ−, σ+) for the correlated production-decay helicity
amplitude with the implicit assumption that the (averaged)
summation over the intermediate- and final-state polariza-
tions will be done, we find for the polarization-weighted dis-
tribution

�P
pol =

∑
σ−,σ ′−

∑
σ+,σ ′+

P−
σ−σ ′−

P+
σ+σ ′+

T (σ−, σ+) T ∗(σ ′−, σ ′+)

= 1

4
[(1 − PL− PL+ )(Q+−+− + Q−+−+)

+(PL− − PL+ )(Q+−+− − Q−+−+)

+(1 + PL− PL+ )(Q++++ + Q−−−−)

+(PL− + PL+ )(Q++++ − Q−−−−)

+2PT− PT+ cos(2ϕ − δ) Re(Q+−−+)

+2PT− PT+ sin(2ϕ − δ) Im(Q+−−+)

+2PT− PT+ cos δ Re(Q++−−) − 2PT− PT+ sin δ Im(Q++−−)

+2PT− (1 − PL+ ) cos ϕ Re(Q+−−−)

+2PT− (1 + PL+ ) cos ϕ Re(Q++−+)

+2(1 + PL− )PT+ cos(ϕ − δ) Re(Q+−++)

+2(1 − PL− )PT+ cos(ϕ − δ) Re(Q−−−+)

+2PT− (1 − PL+ ) sin ϕ Im(Q+−−−)

+2PT− (1 + PL+ ) sin ϕ Im(Q++−+)

+2(1 + PL− )PT+ sin(ϕ − δ) Im(Q+−++)

+2(1 − PL− )PT+ sin(ϕ − δ) Im(Q−−−+)] (C.4)

where the electron and positron polarization matrices P∓ and

the tensor Q
σ ′−σ ′+
σ−σ+ are given by

P∓
σ∓σ ′∓

= 1

2

(
1 + PL∓ PT∓ e−iφ∓

PT∓ eiφ∓ 1 − PL∓

)
, (C.5)

Q
σ ′−σ ′+
σ−σ+ = T (σ−, σ+)T ∗(σ ′−, σ ′+) (C.6)

with the summation over the intermediate and final-state
polarizations implicitly assumed when the elements of
the tensor Q are evaluated. Taking the average of the
polarization-weighted distribution (C.4) over the azimuthal
angle ϕ, we obtain

�
P
pol ≡

∫ 2π

0

dϕ

2π
�pol

= 1

4
[(1 − PL− PL+ )(Q+−+− + Q−+−+)

+(PL− − PL+ )(Q+−+− − Q−+−+)

+(1 + PL− PL+ )(Q++++ + Q−−−−)

+(PL− + PL+ )(Q++++ − Q−−−−)

+2PT− PT+ cos δ Re(Q++−−) − 2PT− PT+ sin δ Im(Q++−−)].
(C.7)

The last two terms are the only effect of transverse polar-
ization to the azimuthally integrated cross section.

Appendix D: Kinematics of the Antler-topology process

When the particles, D0 and D̄0, escape detection in the cor-
related production-decay antler-topology process e+e− →
P+P− → (�+D0)(�−D̄0) this process is observed experi-
mentally as

e− + e+ → �− + �+ + missing energy-momentum

(D.1)

where the final lepton pair �−�+ can be either one of e−e+
or μ−μ+, if each lepton number is strictly preserved in the
underlying theory.

As will be explicitly shown below, if the masses, MP and
MD, of the on-shell particles, P± and D0 are a priori known,
the unobserved D0 and D̄0 momenta can be determined from
the observed lepton momenta up to a two-fold discrete ambi-
guity, in the limit where theP width and photon radiation are
neglected. In general, the kinematics of the process is deter-
mined by six angles, two for the scattering, and two each
for the P decays. Since we observe the two three-momenta
of two leptons, we have in general sufficient kinematic rela-
tions for fixing the whole configuration. A two-fold discrete
ambiguity occurs, however, because the solution involves a
quadratic equation.

As the P∓ energy is fixed to be half of the beam energy,
i.e. EP = √

s/2 in the e+e− c.m. frame, the boost factor γ

linking the c.m. frame to each of the P± rest frames is

γ =
√
s

2MP
and β =

√
1 − 4M2

P
s

(D.2)

with the boost speed β = √
1 − 1/γ 2. In addition, the

energies of the invisible particles in the two-body decays,
P− → �−D̄0 and P+ → �+D0, are uniquely determined
by measuring the lepton energies due to energy conservation:

E2 =
√
s

2
− E1 and E4 =

√
s

2
− E3 (D.3)

with E1 = E�− and E3 = E�+ in the laboratory frame.
As the particles, D0 and D̄0, with an identical mass MD,

are involved in the two charge-conjugate two-body decays,
the energies of the two leptons �± are identical in the P± rest
frame:
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E∗
� = M2

P − M2
D

2MP
. (D.4)

Then we can determine the decay lepton polar angle θ± in
each of the P rest frame with respect to the P± momentum
direction depicted in Fig. 1 uniquely event by event by mea-
suring the lepton energy E�± in the laboratory frame through
the relation

cos θ± = 1

β

(
4M2

P
M2

P − M2
D

E�±√
s

− 1

)
(D.5)

when the lepton mass is ignored. Furthermore, the relative
orientation of the momentum vector of �± and P± is fixed
by the two-body decay kinematics:

cos α± = 1

β

(
1 − M2

P − M2
D√

sE�±

)
(D.6)

where the angles α± are the opening angles between the
visible �± tracks and the parent P± momentum directions.

In order to prove the existence of a two-fold discrete ambi-
guity in determining the production angle θ , it is sufficient
to solve for the P− momentum direction denoted by a unit
vector n̂P ≡ q̂− = −q̂+. Let us assume, for the moment,
that the two lepton three-momentum directions, denoted by
n̂±, are not parallel. Then we can expand the unit vector n̂P
in terms of the unit vectors n̂±

n̂P = an̂− + bn̂+ + c(n̂− × n̂+). (D.7)

As shown in Eq. (D.6), the projections of the unit vector
along the lepton momentum directions n̂± satisfy

n̂− · n̂P = cos α−, (D.8)

n̂+ · n̂P = − cos α+. (D.9)

These two relations constrain n̂P to lie on a line in three-
dimensional space. They give

a + b(n̂− · n̂+) = cos α−,

a(n̂− · n̂+) + b = − cos α+, (D.10)

which can be explicitly solved:(
a
b

)
= 1

(n̂− × n̂+)2

(
1 −n̂− · n̂+

−n̂− · n̂+ 1

)

×
(

cos α−
− cos α+

)
. (D.11)

The remaining variable is determined by the condition that
the vector n̂P is a unit vector, i.e. n̂2

P = 1:

c2 = (n̂− × n̂+)2 − (cos α−n̂− + cos α+n̂+)2

(n̂− × n̂+)4 . (D.12)

The sign of c cannot be determined. This explicitly
shows the two-fold discrete ambiguity mentioned before. The
inequality c2 ≥ 0 is expected to be violated only by finite

P-width effects and by radiative corrections, and hence may
serve as a test of the P-pair signal. Introducing the vector
�a = cos α−n̂− + cos α+n̂+, we can rewrite the unit vector
n̂P as

n̂P = 1

(n̂− × n̂+)2

[
(n̂− · �a) n̂− − (n̂+ · �a) n̂+

±
√

(n̂− × n̂+)2 − �a2 (n̂− × n̂+)

]
(D.13)

determined up to a sign ambiguity.
In the exceptional case where the two lepton momenta are

parallel, we obtain a one-parameter family of solution for
which the azimuthal angle between two decay planes is left
undetermined.

Let us now consider the azimuthal-angle correlations of
the decay kinematics. In the coordinate system with the z-axis
along the P-momentum direction, the unit vectors denoting
the �∓ four-momentum directions can be expressed as fol-
lows:

�n− = E�− (sin α− cos φ−, sin α− sin φ−, cos α−) , (D.14)

�n+ = (sin α+ cos φ+, sin α+ cos φ+,− cos α+) . (D.15)

Taking the scalar product between the unit vectors:

n̂− · n̂+ = sin α− sin α+ (cos φ− cos φ+ + sin φ− sin φ+)

− cos α− cos α+ (D.16)

and noting that cos φ+ cos φ− + sin φ+ sin φ− = cos(φ+ −
φ−), we can check that the cosine of the difference φ =
φ+ − φ− of two azimuthal angles

cos φ = n̂− · n̂+ + cos α− cos α+
sin α− sin α+

(D.17)

can be determined uniquely event by event in the correlated
antler-topology process. However, we cannot determine the
sign of sin φ, of which the expression

sin φ = (n̂− × n̂+) · n̂P
sin α− sin α+

= ±
√

(n̂− × n̂+)2 − �a2

sin α− sin α+
(D.18)

has a sign ambiguity due to the two-fold ambiguity in deter-
mining the momentum direction n̂P .
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